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BACKG ROUND
From the very beginning of the manned space program, the inventory
of existing space vehicles included pressure suits not unlike
those used in high altitude aircraft. These suits were used as a
backup to the capsule's pressurized cabin. The mid 196_'s
provided a volatile political backdrop in the form of a space
"race" with the USSR and a quick response was needed to a Russian
space walk performed by Cosmonaut Aleksey ieonov on Voskhod II in
March of ]965. A crash program was Initiated to upgrade these
existing high altitude suits in order to improve their reliability
so that a United States astronaut could venture outside of a
vehicle on an umbilical linked to the craft's environmental
control system. The end result of this rapid response program
occurred on June 6, 1965 when astronaut Edward H. White, 71 left
the protective environment of Gemini IV spacecraft cabin and
ventured into earth orbital space. This "stunt" became an
important step forward in the role that man plays in the United
States space program.
Later Gemini missions demonstrated extravehicular activity to be
an important too] for performing mission enhancing tasks while in
earth orbit. These successes, which were largely concurrent with
Fpollo program planning, helped to shape not only lunar EVA's but
the science of all extravehicular activity still to come.
The overall success of the Apollo program speaks for itself but
the details of that success - that is the hugely successful lunar
EVA's - were the result of the technical excellence of the Apollo
Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU). This system was a hybrid of
pest and present combining a specifJca]ly designed suit which
still had the capability for cabin pressurization backup and a
completely independent and portable life support system. The most
significant testimony given to the system during the 288 man hours
of lunar exploration activity by the Apo]lo astronauts was that
once they were outside the space craft and on the lunar surface,
they never thought about the Apollo EMU again. (See Figure ].)
EVA played its most dramatic role in the Skylab Program. During
the ]aunch phase of Skylab I, the payload ]ost a meteoroid shield
and one of two solar array panels and jammed the remaining pane].
At first it was thought that a]] was lost, but as a result of
careful p]anning end ten (10) EVA's involving more than 82 man
hours of orbital activity, the Orbiter Workshop was repaired and
all planned pre-launch objectives were completed. (See Figures 2
and 3.) The EVA tasks were many and varied but their success and
the flexibility it provided the Sky]ab Program resulted in FVA
becoming a base]ine activity for the Space Shuttle Program.
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Extravehicu]ar Activity (EVA) _s defined as any activity requiring
a crewmember to don an Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) and
leave the pressurized confines of a spacecraft. A description of
the three basic classes of EVA follows.
Planned EVA
-Activities planned prior to launch for support
of selected Orbiter or payload operations.
Unscheduled EVA - Activities not planned, but which may be
required to support CrbJter or payload
operations.
Contingency EVA -A]] EVA activities required to effect a safe
return of the Orbiter and crew.
The National Aeronautics and Space _dministration (NASA), in its
Shuttle Space Transportation System program, Js currently
preparing to deliver to orbit payloads that wi]] vary consJderab]y
in design and purpose. The payload may be a laboratory housing
single biological ceils or housing several scientist astronauts.
It may be an entire astronomy observatory or a "small" component
of a mammoth solar power station. EVA can provide sensible,
reliable and cost-effective servicing operations for these
payloads because EVA gives the payload designer the options of
orbital equipment maintenance, repair and replacement without the
need to return the payload to Earth or, in the worst case, to
abandon it as use]ass space junk. Having EVA capability can he]p
maximize the scientific return of each mission.
SHUTTLE EMU
The Shuttle Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) is the system which
makes available the use of the most versatile tools known to man -
the human hand and eyes - in the hostile environment of space.
(See Figure 4.) To work in space the crewman shou]d have
reasonable comfort an4 be mobile enough for the task at hand.
The most important factors in ]aying out design criteria for en
EVA system are mobility, comfort, operability, visibility, waste
management, mission suitability, weight and cost. _ quick review
of the list shows that five of the eight parameters are
human-factor related. The mobility reguired of a suited crewmen
is strictly related to his ability to perform specJfica]]y
assigned tasks. In Mercury and Gemini, for examp]e, there was no
need for walking so the capability to walk in a pressurized suit
was not included as a design requirement, thus simplifying the
suit leg design.
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In Dpol]o, walking capability was a primary requirement and the
legs of the suit had to be completely redesigned to provide knee,
hip, and ankle mobility. Later _pol]o flights e]so required waist
mobi]ity which would allow the crewman to sit down end drive the
lunar rover. It was clear from the outset that Shuttle EVA
requirements would ca]] for maximum mobility from the waist up.
The space suit that has evolved for Shutt]e employs meta] bearings
to accommodate rotational motion at the waist, shoulder, wrist and
arm. These bearings provide much lower torque and greater range
than had been available in the past. Providing mobile joints
where bending is required is a greater challenge. The torque and
forces required to bend a suit element are generated because
bending the joint causes an internal volume change. For example,
the volume change associated3with bending a knee joint 9Z ° without
a mobility element is 242 in - This would require a force of ]@4f
in/lbf. Compare this to _he volume change in the current Shuttle
suit knee joint of 2.8 in which requires only 12 in/]bf to bend
the joint. The wrist and finger joints or mobility elements are
tucked fabric joints and the remaining suit joints (elbow, waist,
and knee) are flat pattern construction. These joints are much
superior to early rubber convoluted joints which had the problem
of requiring e subtantial force to hold the bent joint in
position. See Figure 4A.
The best mobility elements and bearings are useless unless the
bending or twisting axis corresponds precisel-y w_th the respective
physiology of the crewmans body. Physical comfort in a
pressurized suit requires a near perfect anthropomorphic fit. The
Mercury, Gemini, _po]]o and Skylab programs used space suits which
were custom fit for the crewman and provided a degree of comfort
which allowed the crewman to perform hard physical ]abor for up to
three seven-hour periods in less than three days. (See Figure 5.)
Custom space suits were deemed impractical and economically
unfeasible for The Shuttle Program due to the larger size of the
astronaut corps and the fifteen-year required lifetime.
Consequently, the Sbutt]e suit incorporates provisions for modular
sizing. The cost trade off favors the Shuttle modular system over
the Apo]]o custom approach since the total equiva]ent suit
inventory for Shutt]e is approximately forty units for a
population of approximately eighty astronauts compared to more
than l_Z custom space suits required for only thirty Apo]]o
astronauts. The Shuttle modular sizing system allows suits to be
assembled which fit a population from the smallest female
astronaut to the largest male with a minimum of hardware. (See
Figure 6.) The most complex and expensive part of the Shuttle
space suit is the Hard Upper Torso (HUT). The sizing system
provides five HUT sizes from extra sma]] to extra large. Vernier
sizing of the arms and legs _s incorporated _'itb sizing insert
system which assures that the elbow and knee elements bend at the
crewman's joints.
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As might be imagined, glove mobility is the sing]e most important
factor in space suit design. This dexterity is also the most
difficult to achieve. Glove development has been a continuing
process from the beginnings of manned space activity and a
significant program is still underway to develop improved Shutt]e
glove mobl]ity. As can be seen in Figure 7, the combinations of
sizing elements are almost limitless. The penalty for this
capability is in the labor required to build up and tear down the
suit to fit different crewmen between f]ights or ground exercises.
A significant benefit resulting from the modular sizing system is
an improvement in the ease of suit donning and doffing. The HUT,
Hrms, and life support system are integrated on the ground prior
to flight, and installed inside the Crbiter on the air]ock wail.
To don the EMU, the crewman steps into the "trouser-like" Lower
Torso Hssemb]y (LTA) and moves upward into the HUT. Mating halves
of the waist body sea] disconnect are then connected and locked.
This design and procedural approach to suit donning permits, for
the first time, truly unassisted self-donning by crewman in the
flight environment. On previous programs, the single piece,
fabric pressure suit with its awkwardly located dual zippers,
coupled with the difficulty of positioning the suit during
donning, made self-donning marginal.
Translational mobility was a requirement in the zero-G condition
of earth orbit in the Gemini, Sky]ab, and Hpo]]o Programs _nd is
still required for the current Shuttle program. This linear
movement is accomplished by the use of handholds in strategic
locations which are incorporated into the design of the particular
space vehicle. However, free space translation totally
independent of the orbiting space vehicle has not been available
until now. Development of a Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU) was
initiated during the Sky]ab program and has continued until the
present time. The MMU and the resultant capability for free space
translation are now a reality and this capability is planned
activity on the STS-8 mission and is available for a]] subsequent
Shuttle flights. See Figure 8.
Provisions for controlling the environment within the space suit
have e great deal of bearing on overall FMU design. The Gemini
and Sky]ab EVA crewmen were provided life support by the
spacecraft environmental control systems through an umbilical end
therefore carried no portable life support system on the space
suit. (H short duration back-up life support system was
incorporated on the suit for emergencies.) This el]owed locating
the controls and displays on the front of the suit for easy
viewing and operation. (See Figures 9 and if.) In Hpo]]o,
however, • completely portable system was required which made
front mounting of the life support system impossible because of
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its size. Fince the two major elements of the system, the suit
and the Portable Life Support System (PLSS), were assembled on the
lunar surface, a compromise was required• While e]ectrica]
controls could be front mounted, a]] mechanical-and radio
contro]]s of the Apollo PLSS were located on the lower corners of
the backpack• (See Figures l] and 12.) Apollo flight crews
required a considerab]e amount of training to operate these
contro]]s by "fee]". This was a constant source of irritation and
frustration. In Shutt]e a change in program requirements he]ped
solve the problem.
A]] NASA programs to date have used the space suit as a spacecraft
backup pressure enc]osure. This required the crewman to wear the
suit in the spacecraft seat during ]aunch, re-entry or other
hazardous spacecraft operations. _s a resu]t, integration of the
suit and the life support systems was not possible. The Shuttle
Crbiter incorporates other backup systems, and consequent]y the
space suit is only required for extravehicular operations.
Therefore, the Shuttle EMU is an integrated ensemble (i.e., the
EMU is not assembled in space). The advantages are that a]]
controls are located on the front of the suit, donning and doffing
operations are simplified, and Jnf]igbt checkout of the EMU is_
reduced "_
In early space suit design and in high altitude aircraft pressure
suits a rotating he]met with a sinai] movab]e visor was provided to
a]]ow visibility. This system worked but was very confining and
mechenica]ly complex. Visibility in current space suit design is
provided by enclosing the head in a c]ear ]exan bubb]e type
helmet• Lexan is not optica]]y perfect but is extremely tough and
easy to form. The crewmen can rotate his head inside the he]met
to the fu]] natural range of head movement. Vision correction, if
required, is provided by either wearing norma] g]asses or if the
crewman uses only reading glasses, with a "stick on" Fresne] lens
in the helmet which provides accommodation for viewing the
contro]s and displays.
Comfort can be a very subjective factor and area] frustration for
designers. Discomfort in a space suit can range from minor
annoyances to painful blisters or therma] exhaustion. The first
EVA activities on Gemini were done using space suits which
provided on]y gas cooling. (See Figure 13.) It was quickly
learned that any strenuous physical activity in the space suit
resulted in unacceptab]e sweating and thermal heat storage in the
body• Thermal comfort has been easi]y accommodated since the
Apo]]o Program with long underwear ]ined with p]astic tubes
through which water is pumped at a temperature controlled by the
crewman. In addition, cool dry air is a]so circu]ated to remove
moisture and CO_. (See Figure 14.) Pody comfort during heavy
physical activity Js accomplished by providing e good suit fit and.
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by adding pads where necessary. This design for comfort should
not be ]imited to zero-G operations. It is an important design
consideration to remember that with eli of the interface testing,
hardware eva]uations, water immersion exercises, and a]titude
chamber tests, it is estimated that 95% of FMU manned activity Js
conducted at one-G.
Other comforts provided for in the Shuttle FMU are a sea]ed drink
bag located in the helmet area and operated by the mouth and a
high nutrition food stick. These provisions are partJcu]ar]y
important during a strenuous seven-hour EV;_.
The ability to urinate becomes another comfort issue during long
EVA's. For suited male crewmen urination is easi]y accommodated
with a fitted cuff over the penis connected to a storage bladder
by a tube. However, in the case of suited females, no such direct
system could be developed. Present]y, the female urination system
consists of layered, form-fitted pants which contain an absorptive
powder. This powder combined with layers of absorbent material is
individually fitted into the pants which are sealed at the waist
and thighs. This system has proven itself to be both effective
and comfortable.
There are a multitude of EVA accessories which either enhance
normal EV_ (i.e. lights, TV, etc.) or are designed for
specifically assigned tasks (i.e. payload bay door closure tools,
safety tethers, etc.). (See Figure ]5 and Table 16.)
In summary, the changes which have resulted from this evolution
are major in both the suit and life support system areas, and the
Shuttle EMU represents the tote] experience and the best thinking
of the project personnel who have ]ong been associated with EV_
systems. _]thougb yet to be flight proven, the Shutt]e hardware
has already withstood vigorous ground-level testing; and there is
no doubt that the Shuttle EMU wi]] fu]fi]] e]] of _ts operational
needs throughout the Shuttle era.
SHUTTLE EVA
Each Orbiter mission wJ]] provide the equ_Fment and consumeb]es
required for three two-man EVA operations, each lasting e maximum
of seven hours. Two of the EVes wi]] be avai]ab]e for Fay]dad
operations and the third retained for Orbiter contingency EVA.
_dditiona] excursions may be added with the added consumab]es and
equipment weights allotted to the particular pay]dad being
supported.
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The EVA system Js the Space Shuttle baseline astronaut rescue
system. Currently, it is the only means that can guarantee, for
potential failure modes, transfer of the crew from _ stranded
Orbiter to a rescuing spacecraft. This capability re]ies upon the
EMU as the basic life sustaining element, supported by other
elements of the EVA system. Studies are currently in progress at
NASA to determine the optimum rescue techniques _nd procedures.
The ability to effect EVA provides the crew with an inflight
autonomous inspection or repair capability that increases both
crew safety and the probability for mission success. In addition,
EVA provides considerable operational flexibility for
payload-related mission enhancement. Table 17 presents several
examples of the wide range of payload-related EVA applications.
Manned involvement in orbital servicing or construction tasks
produces requirements which should be addressed during the
formulation stage of a specific mission. This is accomplished by
defining the human ro]e and identifying the servicing/construction
operations an EVA astronaut Js expected to perform. Once
identified, the procedures necessary to perform the operations can
be defined and astronaut training and simulations can be .:
addressed. Simulation timeline data can be used to create
profiles to the accuracy required for EVD planning.
Safety consideration such as astronaut thermal exposure and
post-EVD activities propose no overbearing restrictions when
planning a mission Jf accounted for during the front end of a
program.
hs a greater number of satellites are designed for on-orbit
servicing, the operations required to maintain a satellite will
become more widely used. At the present time, servicing is
planned for appendage deployment, replacement of modu]es and
recharging of hydraulic systems. Module replacement is concerned
with power supply components such as electrical batteries and
assorted electronics assemblies. (See Figures ]_ and 19.)
On-orbit servicing or construction operations will be most
effectively enacted if EVA considerations are incorporated during
the actual design phase of the satellite. The level of EV_ task
complexity capability can be identified through EVA task
simulations and WIF tank tests. Peplecement components,
elimination of redundant backup systems and component location are
all factors which can be incorporated during the design stage.
! •
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_ppendix
EMU DescriFtion
The acronym EMU stands for Extravehicular Mobility Unit• The EMU
is a pressurized, mobile anthropomorphic enclosure which provides
an EVA crewperson with essential life support, protection from the
hostl]e space environment, communications with the Orbiter and/or
other EVA crewmembers, and status monitoring of life support
functions. Specific life support functions provided by the EMU
ere:
I. control of space suit pressure
2. suit atmosphere revitalization, including
a. replenishment of oxygen consumed due to ]eakage and
crewman metabolic activity, and
b. removal of water vapor, CO_, and trace Contaminants
from the suit atmosphere, _nd
3. rejection of heat generated by crewperson metabolic
activity and equipment and beet leaked into the EMU from
the environment.
The EMU consists of two major subsystems, the Space Suit _ssemb]y
(FSA) and the Life Support Subsystem (LSS). Each of these are
made up of several components ca]led Contract End Items or CEIs.
These are depicted in Figure 4.
There are ten SSA CEI's. These are described briefly below:
• The Liqui4 Cooling and Vent garment ([CVG) is worn
underneath the Space Suit. It contains liquid cooling
tubes through which chilled water flows for cooling the
crewperson and ventilation ducts which distribute oxygen
flow throughout the suit.
• The Communications Carrier _ssemb]y (CCA) is a headset
containing microphones and receivers for radio
communications.
The Urine Collection Device (UCD)consists of adapter
tubing, storage bag and disconnect hardware for emptying
urine•
• The Hard Upper Torso (HUT) is the structura] mounting
interface for severe] major EMU CEI's - PLSS, DCM, _rms,
LTA, He]met/EVVA, and EEH. It also provides oxygen and
water interface connections for the LCVG.
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TABLE 17 EVA APPLICATIONS - PAYLOAD SUPPORT*
- Inspection, photography, and possible manual override of
payload systems and mechanisms
Installation, removal, and transfer of film cassettes, material
samples, protective covers, and Instrumentation
Operation of equipment, including standard or special tools,
cameras, and cleanSng devices
Cleaning of optical surfaces
Limited connection, disconnection, and stowage of fluid and
electrical ,-_billcals when saved
Replacement and inspection of modular equipment and
instrumentation on the payload or spacecraft
Remedial repair and repositioning of antennas and solar arrays
o Activating/deactivating or conducting extravehicular
experiments
Providing mobility outside the cargo bay and in the vJcinity of
the Orbiter using manned maneuvering units (MMU'S)
Mechanical extension/retrac_ion/jettison of experiment booms
Remova]/reinstallation of contamination covers or ]aunch
tiedo_ns
Transfer of cargo
Large space station construction
On-orbit satellite servicing
* Extracted in part Erom JSC 1E615 EVA Description and Design
Criteria
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The Lower Torso Assembly (LTA) contains pants and boots
for the EMU with hip, knee and ank]e mobility joints.
Arms (Left and Pight) contain shoulder and elbow mobility
joints, a wrist bearing, and a quick disconnect fop the
Glove.
Gloves (Left and l_ight) contain wrist and finger mobility
joints.
Insuit Drink Pag (IDB) mounts inside the HUT just below
the crewperson's chin and provides a drinking water
supply.
The Helmet is a pressurizab]e po]ycarbonate "bubble"
which attaches to a neck ring in the HUT and provides
visibility and distribution of oxygen ventl]ation flow.
The Fxtravehicu]ar Visor Assembly (EVVA) consists of two
transparent visors which ref]ect infrared radiation (body
heat) back into the FMU and attenuate solar glare. The
EVVA also has three shades which the crewperson can '
deploy to further reduce glare.
LSS CEI's are described below:
The Primary Life Support Subsystem (PLSS) provides ]ife
support functions, status monitoring and communication
for a seven-hour EVA in a "nominal thermal environment".
o The Secondary Cxygen Pack (SCP) provides a 3@-minute
emergency supply of oxygen in the event of a failure of
the PLSS.
o The Display and Contro]s Module (DCM) is a chest-mounted
Hack which provides controls for FMU operation, a
]2-character LED status disp]ey, and a purge va]ve for
emergency mode operation.
The EMU E]ectrica] Harness (EEH) transmits e]ectrJce]
signals to and from the CCA end Operational Piomedica]
System (OBS - the harness which senses E_:G signals).
5. The Contaminant Control Cartridge (CCC) is an expendable
lithium hydroxide and activated charcoa] canister Used
for CO 2 and odor removal.
6. The Battery provides e]ectrica] power for the EMU during
EVA.
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.The Service and Cooling Umbilical (SCU) provides an
e]ectrica] and fluid interface between the vehicle and
EMU for TV operations and on-orbit recharge. It is
permanently mounted to the vehicle but can be connected
to and disconnected from the DCM by the crewperson.
_o
.
The Extravehicular Communications System (EVCS) is a
radio (furnished as GFE to the EMU) which mounts inside
the PLSS and provides communications and transmission of
EKG signals.
The Air]ock Adapter Plate (DAP) is a frame, mounted to
the air]ock wail, in which the EMU is retained when not
in use.
In order to describe the operation of the EMU, it is necessary to
refer to the color schematic of Figure 2_.
The EMU operates in two modes, EVA (SCU disconnected) and IVA (SCU
connected). The EVA mode wi]] be described in detail below. The
IVA mode wi]] be described by noting the manner in which it
differs from EV_ operation.
During EVA operation, make-up oxygen for metabolic consumption and
suit leakage is stored in two primary oxygen bottles (items Ill),
_nitia]]y at 9(_ ÷ 5@ psi. Make-up oxygen f]ows to the O 9 vent
loop (so]id ye]]ow lines) via the l]3C shut-off valve and-the ]]3D
regu]ator. In the EVA mode, the ]]3D regulator controls vent ]oop
pressure to 4.3 psi.
fan, item 123A, drives oxygen ventilation flow of about 6 scfm
around the vent loop. Make-up flow joins the ventilation flow
just downstream of the item 12] vent flow sensor and check valve.
Vent flow is then ducted through the back of the HUT into the
helmet where it washes CO 2 out of the ora-nasa] area and flows to
the extremities of the suit. It returns to the PLSS via ducts in
the LCVG COp is removed from the vent flow by chemical reaction
with lithium 5ydroxide in the CCC and trace contaminants are
adsorbed by activated charcoal. Vent flow passes through the fan
and through a heat exchanger, ca]led a sub]imator, where it is
coo]ed. Water condensed in the sub]imator is sucked, _]ong with
some oxygen, to a rotating drum water separator (item 123P) where
the water is separated from the oxygen by centrifuge] force.
Separated water is returned to the feedwater loop (solid b]ue
]ines) via a check valve (item 134), and separated oxygen is
returned to the fan inlet. Ventilation f]ow from the sub]imat0r
then passes through the vent flow sensor -=_d check valve assembly
(item 121), completing the vent ]oop circuit. _ pressure gage
(item 311) on the DCM gives the crewperson a visual readout of
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suit pressure. D small bleed f]ow of vent ]oop gas goes from
point A (suit inlet) through a CO 2 sensor (item 126) and back to
the fan inlet to provide constant monitoring of suit inlet CO 2
concentration to the Caution and Warning System.
A 30-minute emergency oxygen purge flow capability is provided by
the SOP (orange, cross-hatched lines). Oxygen at 6[_0_ psi is
stored in two spherical bottles. In the event of a system
failure, the crewperson may activate SOP purge flow by opening one
of the EMU purge valves. The items 213B and 213D regulators wi]l
open and contro] vent loop pressure to 3.25 to 3.55 psi. Flow
from the SOP enters the vent loop downstream of the vent flow
sensor and check valve. The check valve prevents SOP flow from
going back through the sublimator. SOP flow goes through the
helmet to the suit extremities and back through the LCVG vent
ducting to point T3 where, instead of reentering the PLSS it goes
overboard (to space vacuum) through the item 3]4 purge valve on
the DCM. Should the 314 purge va]ve freeze up or become blocked,
a back-up purge valve (item 105B) is provided on the helmet.
There are three additional valves in the oxygen vent loop which
are connected vie a monifo]d to the inside of the space suit at
point TI on the schematic. The item 145 valve is used to check
out the SOP prior to EVA. The item 147 valve is a negative
pressure relief valve which allows ambient air flow into the suit
during emergency air]ock repressurization. This prevents rapidly
rising air]ock air pressure from exceeding suit pressure
sufficiently to co]lapse the suit and injure the crewperson. The
valve between the items 145 and 147 is a positive pressure relief
valve which prevents suit pressure from exceeding 5.3 psi in the
event of a failure of one of the PLSS or SOP pressure regulators.
Rejection of metabolic and equipment heat loads and environmental
heat leak is accomplished in the sublimator by uti]izJng latent
heat required for sublimation of ice to the vapor state.
Expendable water (feedwater) is forced into a porous metal plate
exposed to space vacuum. An ice layer forms on top of the porous
plate and heat transferred from both the oxygen ventilation loop
and the liquid transport loop (solid red ]ines) to the porous
p]ate sublimates the ice.
The feedwater loop (solid blue lines) provides expendable water to
the sublimator and controls pressure in the liquid transport loop.
Feedwater stored in bladders in three water tanks (items ]48, 13l
and 162) is pressurized by oxygen from the primary oxygen circuit
(cross-hatched yellow lines). The item ll3E regulator m_intains a
pressure of I.= psi on the back of the bladders. _ constant, very
small bleed of oxygen always flows through the l]3F orifice to the
vent loop. The item ]13G relief valve protects the water tanks
from overpressurization in the event of failure of the ll3E
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regulator.
The feedwater pressure regulator, item 136, controls pressure to
the sub]imator porous plate to approximately 2.7 psia. _ solenoid
shut-off valve, item 137, contro]]ed by the crewperson via a
switch on the DCM, permits water flow to the porous piate when
opened.
The bulk of the expendable feedwater is contained in the items J31
and 162 tanks. The item 148 tank contains a 3@-minute reserve
supp]y of feedwater. When the items 131 and 162 tanks are empty,
pressure in the feedwater system drops. This is sensed by the
Caution and Warning System which warns the crewperson that he has
3_] minutes to return to the airlock. The drop in feedwater
pressure e]so causes the item 142 relief valve to open, iniEiating
flow from the reserve tank. The check valve, item 143, permits
the reserve tank to be recharged with feedwater after EVA.
The bulk of cooling for the crewperson is provided by the liquid
transport loop. Starting at the pump (item 123C) water flows
through the PLSS and HUT to a point just upstream of the DCM
cooling control valve (item 321). Depending upon the valve
setting selected by the crewperson, any percentage of the flow
from the pump ranging from zero to I_Z percent may pass through
the valve, thus bypassing the sublimator. That flow which does
not go through the valve returns to the sub]imator where it _s
ch_]]ed. The return flow from the sub]imator rejoints the flow
which bypassed the sub]imator at the cooling control valve. The
total flow then enters the LCVG where Jt cools the crewperson end
returns to the PLSS. _ sinai] para]]e] flow loop shown providing
cooling to the CCC has been deleted from the EMU. Water flow then
passes through a gas trap where gas bubbles along w_th some water
flow (about 11 pph) are removed and sent to the water separator
via a valve (item 125) which opens only when water separator water
outlet pressure reaches a preset level. The bulk of transport
water flow returns to the pump through a check va]ve (item 128).
Water bled out of the transport ]oop at the gas trap is
recirculated through the feedwater loop and reenters the transport
loop between the pump and check valve. If a large gas bubble were
trapped in the pump at the time of pump start up, water transport
f]ow m_ght never be initiated. Shou]d this occur, the crewperson
can manual]y open the 125 valve forcing this recircu]ation to
occur. Water reentering the transport ]oop between the check
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valve and the pump would be forced by the presence of the check
valve to go through the pump, thus clearing the gas bubble and
priming the pump.
Electric power to drive the motor which turns the fan, water
separator and pump as well as to operate the transducers, the
Caution and Warning System and the EVCS is provided by a battery,
not shown on the schematic.
IVA mode operation is similar to the EVA mode described above,
except that:
I • The SCU is connected to the DCM (items 4]@ and 33@ mate)
and cooling is provided by a heat exchanger in the
vehicle water transport loop rather than by the
sub]imator. In this mode, the cross-over valve between
the transport lines in the item 33@ connector is closed
by the mating of the SCU to the DCM and transport loop
water is forced to flow through the SCU,
2. electric power is supplied by the vehicle via the SCU,
• excess condensateproduced by the crewman's sweating is
dumped to the vehicle waste water system via a regulator
Jn the SCU, and
• suit pressure is controlled to 0.65 psi by the item I]3D
regulator instead of 4.2 psi.
The EMU can be recharged between EVA's. Oxygen and feedwater are
supplied by the SCU, as is current to recharge the EMU battery•
The CCC is removed and a fresh CCC wwith unexpended lithium
hydroxide is installed. If desired, the battery can also be
changed out instead of being recharged.
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The scope of applications includes Shuttle-based, TMS and Space
Station related teleoperation. The key R&D issues are highlighted
as centered around man's involvement in teleoperation: sensors,
controls, commands, displays, computers and supervisory monitoring.
-o
The R&D i.ssues in teleoperation can be subdivided into three groups.
From a human factors viewpoint, the man-machine interface represents
the central group of issues since the interface is a shared boundary
between man and machine. It is noted that the m/m interface may
involve different technical issues dependent upon the operator's
location: (i) the operator is in Space or (ii) the operator is on
earth.
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The statements are self-explanatory. The main point is that tele-
operator humaninterface technology is a relatively new field which
involves different technical disciplines. The level of this technol-
ogy determines the operator's "telepresence" capabilities in tele-
operation.
The m/m interface problem in an operator centered view shows the
operator "squeezed" between the information feedback and control
input devices, and highlights the humancapabilities involved in
teleoperation. The essential statement is that (i) the operator has
limited capabilities in a real-time control environment,'and (ii) the
operator's information receiving capabilities are muchbroader than
his control output capabilities. In m/mcommunication, the fundamental
humancontrol output capabilities reside in the hand.
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The m/m interface problem ("telepresence") in teleoperation can be
highlighted by relating it to the humaninput/output channels and
channel capacities.
The m/m interface problem from an equipment and componentsviewpoint
represents the challenge of finding an optimal configuration and
sensible integration of interface elements, matching and optimizing
the humancapabilities. A key problem area is the utilization of
sensory information which supplements and/or extends the visual infor-
mation for control.
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It is emphasized that the development of "telepresence" devices and
techniques should be paralleled with the development of data base and
models to understand and quantify human performance when advanced
"telepresence" devices and techniques are employed in teleoperation.
This list of performance studies is centered around the evaluation
of human capabilities under varying task and varying information/
control conditions. The main purpose of the performance studies is
to develop human factors guidelines for the design of advanced
"Integrated Space Teleoperator Controls."
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R&D ISSUESANDTOPICS
o DEVELOPFENTOF DEVICESAND TECHNIQUESWHICHPROVIDEENI_NC'EDAPID
EFFICIENTSENSORYFEEDBACK("TELEPRESENCE)TO THE HUMANOPEE_TOR
e GENERALIZEDKINESTHETIC-PROPRIOCEPTIVEM/M INTERFACE
e INTEGRATEDAND TASK-REFEREPICEDDISPLAYSOF VISUAL&
NON-VISUALSENSORYINFORP_TION
• INTERACTIVEr'_NUAL-CO_PUTER/SENSORCONTROLOF _NIPULD-,TIONS
o DEVELOPMENTOF DATABASEArIDMODELSFORQUANTIFYINGHUI._ANPERFOrm:ICE
INSENSOR-ANDCOI,]PUTER-AUGi,ENTEDINFORr.IATIONA_D CONTROLENVIR(J('II:EIT
OF SPACETELEOPERATORSYSTEMS..WITHPART/CULAREMPHASISON:
o KINESTHETIC-PROPRIOCEPTIVE_,I/i_COUPLING
• r_'IUALAND SYMBOLICI,I/MCOI.iI,IUNICATION
o PERCEPTIVE/COGNITIVEPROCESSESIN REAL-TIF]ED CISIONMAKIIIGAS A
FUNCTIONOF ALTERNATIVEPRESENTATIOI,ISOF CONTROLTASKS
• DEVELOP_IENTOF HUF_NFACTORSGUIDELINESFORTHE DESIGNOF ADVANCED
"INTEGRATEDSPACETELEOPERATORCONTROLS"
R&D ISSUESAND TOPICS(CONT'D)
PERFORmaNCESTUDIESOF PARTICULARINTEREST
• TIME-CONSTRAINEDCAPABILITIESOF A SINGLEOPERATOR
. OPERATOR'SPERCEPTIVE/COGNITIVELIMITSUNDERVARYINGTAKSCONDITIONS
OPE_TOR'S!NFORr'ATIONASSIJ_ILATIONRATEAND CAPACITY
UTILITYOF ALTErnATIVEHUr.V_NPERCEPTIVEAND COF_ND/CONTROL_ODALITIES
. HUMANENDURANCEAS A FUNCTIONOF CONFROLI/OLOADS
NUMBEROF OPERATORSREQUIREDFOR A GIVENCONTROLSTATION/TASKSCENARIO
EFFECTOF SYSTEMRESPONSETIr,EON OPERATOR'SPERFORI_ANCE
(COMI_UN!CATIONTIMEDELAY& DATAHANDLINGRATE)
, EFFECTOF SPACEENVIRON_IENT(WEIGHTLESSNESS,VISUALCONDITIONS,ETC.)
ON OPERATOR'SPERFORMANCE
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The supervisory control block diagram shows the functional role of
the various technical components. Operator "in series" with control
computer means that the operator is the source of continuous (analog)
commands to the system. The commands are, however, functional commands
that hare transformed by the computer into appropriate joint motor
drive commands. Operator "in parallel" with-control computer means
that the operator only provides intermittent commands to the system.
In between operator inputs, the computer is the source of continuous
commands to the system.
This viewgraph summarizes the JPL advanced teleoperator technology
development goals and the corresponding development activities.
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This viewgraph presents a graphic summary overview of the JPL activ-
ities in advanced teleoperator technology development.
This viewgraph summarized accomplishments in advanced teleoperator
technology development at JPL.
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MINICOMPUTERS
DEDICATED TO CONTROL OF
MSCHANICAL ARMS
_ MOTION AND TASK P|RPOKMANC| I
OP TWO MECHANICAL ARMS I
, IRIAL-TIME AND OFF-t.INE) I
MICROCOMPUTER
DEDICATED TO GRAPHICS
DISPLAY OF SENSOR DATA
FORMATS OF GRAPHICS
DISPLAY OF PROXIMITY ANO
FORCE-TORQUE SENSOR DATA
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Self Explanatory .
Start of Appendix A
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SUR_'/IRYOFACCO;'IPLISHt.IENTSIN
ADVANCEDTELEOPERATORTECH_IOLOG_'DEVELOPMENTATJPL
• SENSORS: • PROXIHITY
• FORCE-TORQUE
• TACTI I.E
• SLIP
• CO_ITROLS: • ANALOG
• COHPUTER
• [ NTiS, ACTIVE
• SENSOR-GUIDED
• H/H It!TERFACE: • FORCE-REFLECTING
HAND CONTROLLER
• HULTI FU_CCTIONAL
CONTROL DEVICES
• GRAPHICS bISPL_.YS
• VISION DISPL?XS
• INTEGRATED DISPLAYS
• COHPUTER-SAS"D
AUDIO-VOCAL
• INTEGRATED CONTROL
STATION
• EQUIPMENT: • TIIREE ._La.":IPUL_.TORS
• Th'O [qINICO_.IFUTERS
• FIVE :.IICROPROCP--SSORS
• ETC., SEE SEPARATE
• TASK BOARD
• FERFO_/,IANCF. ...... ,,,_,,_e AT T,_,
• SI,_.[ULATEDSIIUTTLE _IS PERFO_tAHCE
EXPERI_!ENTS AT JSC NDF
• 1978, PROXIHITY SENSOR - SI_IPLE DISPLAY
• 1980, PROXIHITY Sr_ISOR-ADVANCED DISPLAY
• 1981j VOICE CONTROL OF TV _ .HONITOP.S
• 1982, FORCE-TORQUE CONTROL
• H/M I_'ITERFACE DEVELOP,_IENT AND
D_SIGN STUDIES
• STATE-OF-THE-ART STUDIES
• UNIVERSITY COOPERATION (UCLA, UCB, USC,
U)IIV. OF ARIZONA _ UNIV. OF FLORIDA}
• STIPENDIATS FROH ABROAD (NOR%_AY, FRANCE)
i
i. TECHNICAL GOALS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS ARE
ILLUSTRATED ON VIENGRAPHS_ SEE APPENDIX A,
2, BIBLIOGRAPHY IS GIVEN IN APPENDIX B,
APPEHDIXA
TECHNICALGOALS& ACCOMPLISHMENTS
EXAMPLES
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Interactive manual and automatic control for tracking and capturing
slowly moving targets aided by proximity was developed in a pilot project
at JPL using the JPL/CURV manipulator as a feasibility demonstration
"vehicle." The general idea is to provide an interactive manual/
automatic control capability so that the operator can decide on-line
when and at what level the automatic control should be activated or,
eventually, deactivated. The block diagram shows the data flow in this
interactive manual/automatic control system. Note in this diagram
that exteroceptive (proximity and force-torque) sensor information
is looped through the computer directly together with the operator's
manual (joystick) commands. Note also in the diagram that the
operator uses switches addressed directly to the computer,to select
the appropriate automatic control functions referenced to proximity or
force-torque sensor data which then work together with the operator's
manual (joystick) commands. The manual joystick commands are also
addressed to computer programs in resolved positions or resolved rate
control modes.
The block diagram shows the interactive manual/automatic operation
and system state sequences as they relate to the selected example of
tracking and capturing targets moving slowly in a horizontal plane.
The operator can select an all-the-way automatic control once the
proximity sensors' sensing range has reached the tracking plane under
manual control of the manipulator. Or, he can first select any other
automatic control action signified by the square boxes in the diagram.
After completion of the selected automatic action, the operator can
select any other sequentially meaningful automatic operation, or
continue the remaining operation manually. In the last case, the
system state attained earlier automatically will be maintained auto-
matically during the subsequent manual control for the remaining part
of the operation. At any time, the operator can retain full or partial
manual control by simple switch turn on/off.
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This flowchart summarizes the program/function hierarchy and menu
developed at the University of Arizona under a JPL contract in 1978/79.
The computer programs are aimed to study and e_aluate the practical
implications of coordinated transfer of control between human operator
and computer routines at appropriate stages of the task.
The presently available computer programs provide the following capa-
bilities for the control of the JPL/Ames Antropomorphic Master-Slave
Arm: (a) permit transfer of control from the master arm to the computer
and back via TTY; (b) determine for any arm configuration the location
and orientation of the end effector in world space; (c) solve for
joint angles corresponding to locations and orientations of the end
effector specified in Cartesian world frame; (d) enable the operator to
command from the TTY a move to a position expressed in Cartesian base
frame; (e) permit the operator to command increments in location and
orientation of the end effector in Cartesian world, hand-based, or
display-based reference frames.
The force-reflecting position hand controller is a general purpose
six-dimensional control input device which can be back-driven by forces
and torques sensed at the base of the end effector of a remotely
controlled mechanical arm. The device is general purpose in the
sense that it does not have any geometric/kinematic relation to the
mechanical arm it controls and from which it is back-driven.
The force-reflecting position hand controller is a fundamental develop-
ment tool serving two purposes: (1) advancing the state of the art
in dexterous remote manipulation which requires force feedback; (2)
investigating and evaluating critical performance parameters related
to kinesthetic man-machine coupling in remote manipulator control, e.g.,
stress and motion resolution sensed by the human muscular system.
The positional control relation between this hand controller and
mechanical arm is established through real-time mathematical transforma-
tion of joint variables measured at both the control device and mechanical
arm. Likewise, the forces and torques sensed at the base of the end
effector are resolved into appropriate hand controller joint drives
through real-time mathematical transformations to give to the operator's
hand the same force-torque "feeling" that is "felt" by the end effector
on the remote mechanical arm, e.g., working wlth d wrench held by the
remote mechanical hand will give nearly the same kinesthetic feeling
to the operator as a wrench held by his own hand.
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BILATERAL
CONTROL
THROUGH
COMPUTER
IThe pictures show display formats related to the object encounter
regime control events. In these displays, the hand is shown schemati_cally
together with four bars indicating the distances sensed by the four
proximity sensors integrated with the mechanical "fingers." The bar
lengths are proportional to the sensed distances. At the bottom of the
two lower right displays the required corrective control is shown. The
error is much easier to see from the automatically monitored error bars
than it is from comparing the relative lengths of the sensed distances
visually or from examining the scene in a TV view.
The upper right picture shows a combined ("dual") display of both
proximity and force-torque sensor data, together with the "proximity
event" blinker. This display is related to a task scenario which
requires the simultaneous monitoring of both proximity and force-torque
sensor information.
The new graphics displays are aimed to investigate techniques by which
the operator's perceptive/cognitive workload can be reduced.
The new Advanced Teleoperator Development Laboratory established in
1978 doubles the size of the old one. The cables interconnecting the
various equipments are carried under the elevanted floor in the central
part of the laboratory where the new control station is located.
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The teleoperator laboratory can be divided into four major areas:
(1) the control station, (2) the manipulator workspace, (3) the test
director's stand, and (4) the processing section. This figure shows
the relationships of these areas and their associated equipment.
The console panels are divided into primary, secondary, and non-essential
control/display areas. The specific allocations were established on
the basis of efficient man-machine interaction. To give some examples,
the graphics and status monitors were placed close together and to the
top of the control console so that they can be addressed with equal
ease under director or remote viewing. The two audio speakers were
physically separated so that spatial sound clues can be perceived.
The light bar was given preferential location between the viewing area
and the control console for position identification of high priority
states. The control inputs were placed within easy reach to avoid
unnecessary strain or awkward positioning of the operator, etc.
The integrated control station has a modular structure aimed to experi-
ment with new implementation concepts matching the needs of a hybrid
anal og/symbol ic control/i nformati on envi ronment.
i
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TECHNICALGOALSAND ACTIVITIESEX_!PLE
CONTROL STATION IN RELATION TO WORKROOM
10
I. N4ES SERVO CONSOLE
..2. CUI_/CONTROL CONSOLE
3. TEST OIRECTOR"S STATION
4. TELETYPE
5. INTERDATA t170
6. INTEROATA 8116E
7, HIGHSREED PRINTER
8, VOIC.ECOMMANDCOMPUTER
9. TASK STORAGE AREA
10. MANIPULATOR WORKSPACE
11. CONTROL STATION
12. CURV VEHICLE AND ARM
13. AMES ARM
14. INTERFACE STORAGE AREA
IS. CONTROL STATION MONITOR
TECHNICALGOALSAND ACTIVITIESEXA_4PLE
CONTROL STATION DETAILS
L .... ',,'l -I
I. STEREO VIEWING MODULE
2. DIRECT VIEWING WINOOW
3. LIGHT BAR
4. GRAPHICS DISPLAY
S. STATUS DISPLAY
6. CAMERACONTROLPANEL
7. KEYBOARD UNITS
8. 6 DOF JOINT CONTROL PANEL
9. AUDIO ALERT AND COP@_UNICATION PANEL
10. MONITOR SELECTION PANEL
11. MANIPULATOR SELECTION PANEL
12. VOICE CONTROL PANEL
13. AMPLIFIER AND POWERSUPPLY PANEL
14. AVAILABLE PANEL SPACE
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The task board has been designed and built at SRI International under
a JPL contract. It is instrumented for seven different tasks, some
with a variety of tolerance _ools and movement distances. Each contact
point is equipped with microswitches to detect the raising of a tool
or the touching at contact. The receptacle has a light spring-loaded
plunger that follows the tool as it descends. The status of the micro-
switches can be recorded on a paper tape automatically for subsequent
computer-based performance evaluation of the control experiments.
The task board has already been used for seven different experimental
tasks performed under the same JPL contract quoted above: Peg-in-Hole
Task; Push-Button Task; Plate-Touch Task; Knob-Turn Task; Crank-Turn
Task; Pick-and-Place Task; and Bar-Transfer Task. The experiments
involved the use of two arms; the Ames Antropomorphic Master-Slave Arm
at SRI (without force feedback) and a Model H Force-Reflecting Master-
Slave Arm at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. The task board has been
copied by Grumman Aerospace Company for control experiments. The
original task board at JPL is now being used for a ULCA PhD dissertation
work.
This viewgraph shows a proximmity sensor system developed at JPL
for control experiments using the full-scale simulated Shuttle
manipulator at JSC. The sensor system and experiments aimed at
providing concepts of sensor-aided control. This sensor system
helps the operator of the 16-m long manipulator find the proper final
depth positioning and pitch and yaw alignments of the four-claw end
effector relative to the grapple fixture of a payload near or within
the grasp envelope where visual perception of depth, pitch and yaw
errors are poor.
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The pictures illustrate operational ground tests conducted with the
proximity sensor and simple "go-no go" display system and JSC under
realistic payload handling conditions to grasp static and to capture
moving targets. Altogether 112 test runs have been performed by four
operators. With the simple "go-no go" display the operators achieved
the capture of a slowly moving target every time.
The new graphics and numeric displays developed for the proximity
sensor system integrated with the JSC Four-Claw End Effector give more
detailed information to the operator to fine-control the grasp of a
target. The tests conducted at the JSC MDF Were aimed to evaluate the
utility of this type of detailed control information displays under
realistic payload handling conditions utilizing-the Shuttle mock-up
manipulator.
The new displays show the operator the values of depth, pitch and yaw
errors referenced to end effector axes, in addition, to indicating
whether the combination of these three errors will allow a successful
grasp. Showing the actual values of these errors will aid the operator
to fine-control the grasp.
The graphic display resolution is 0.5 cm per display element in depth,
and 1 degree per display element in pitch and yaw errors. The quantita-
tive value of each error bar is increasing away from the center green
lamp. Hence, zero error for each bar is at the center of the display.
This focuses the operator's attention to a single "goal point" on the
display towards which all error bars should be decreased and where the
"green light" should be on for successful grasp. Note that depth error
is indicated with two identical bars converging in a parallax-type
view arrangement towards the center green lamp.
The graphic display also contains a tone generator for both "success tone"
(when the center gree lamp is on) and a "warning tone" (when the target
reaches or leaves the sensing range).
The numeric display resolution is 0.25 cm in depth and 0.5 deg in
angular errors. The numeric display can also be applied to performance
evaluation by the use of a set/reset switch. This switch can also be
connected to the grasp control circuit permitting an automatic registra-
tion of depth, pitch and yaw errors at the moment when the operator
decides to grasp a target.
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These test data are related to the task of positioning the grasp
plane of the end effector at 0.2 inches from the grapple fixture
of a static payload. As seen, the use of the sensor and advanced
display system improved the accuracy by more than a factor of two.
--m
These test data are related to the capture of a slowly moving
target. In the average, the accuracy improved by a factor of two
when more detailed display information was available to the operators.
But take note of the performance variations between individuals. For
operator no. 3, the simple "go-no go" display was more helpful in
achieving better performance than the advanced display.
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The feasibility and utility of controlling the Space Shuttle TV
camerasand monitors by voice commandshas been investigated utili-
zing a discrete word recognition system. The system can be trained
to the individual utterances of each operator. The system developed
at JPL utilizes a commercially available discrete word recognizer,
and is interfaced to the TV cameraand monitor controllers of the
Shuttle mock-upmanipulator at JSC, using an M6802 microprocessor.
The use of voice commands allows the operaotr to effectively press
the control buttons of the Space Shuttle TV cameras and monitors by voice
while he manually controls the Shuttle manipulator. Several differ-
ent combinations of vocabulary words both with and without syntax
restrictions were developed and tested. This figure shows a vocabu-
lary with a multilevel syntax.
This figure shows a TV camera and monitor control vocabulary without
syntax. The words are "natural" in the sense that they closely fol-
low the names or functions of the keyboard buttons and switches. The
operators perferred this vocabulary.
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An experimental force-torque sensor, claw and display system has been
developed and integrated with the simulated full-scale Space Shuttle
RMS at JSC. The sensor system provides data on the three orthogonal forces
and three orthogonal torques acting at the base of the claw. This
vugraph shows the overall sensor-claw display system configuration.
The experiment system contains the following man components and capa-
bilities:
a) Two force-torque sensors; one is operating in the 0 to 100 Ib (0 to
445 N) range, the other is the 0 to 200 Ib (0 to 890 N) range.
b) A servo-controlled end effectordrive system using a brushless DC
torque motor in position or rate control mode; the rate control can be
proportional or preselected fixed rate control, rk,
c) An interchangeable three-claw and four-claw end effector, interface-
able to both force-torque sensors.
d) A computer graphics terminal. The graphics display is programmable
for alternative scales and formats, the selection of which can be
controlled manually or by a computer-recognized voice command.
e) A network of dedicated microcomputers supporting the sensor data
handling, the control of end effector drive system, the graphics
display and the voice command system.
f) Control input peripherals for position, fixed rate and variable rate
control of the end effector.
g) An eight-channel analog chart recorder for recording sensor data and
end effector status for performance evaluation.
The forces and torques measured by the sensor at the base of the claws
were displayed to the operator on a 9-inch B/W monitor in graphics'format.
This monitor was mounted to the right of the TV monitors as shown in
the pictures. The graphics display generator used in the present
experimental system has a resolution of 512 by 512 pixels and is capable
of displaying up to eight colors. The initial format chosen for display-
ing forces and torques is a very simple "bar chart" display, and a
rotating two dimensional vector. At the bottom of the screen are
horizontal bars indicating the position of the claw. As the claw is
closed the bars extend toward the center of the screen. When the claw
is full.y closed, it appears as a solid horizontal bar on the display.
Beneath the force/torque bar chart display appears the last word recog-
nized by the voice recognition system. The word blinks if the voice
system is active.
The basic RMS control was manual using two three-dimensional hand control-
lers for RMS control in resolved rate control mode: one hand controller
(left hand) controls the three translational components of RMS end effector
motion, the second hand controller (right hand) controls the three
rotational components of RMS end effector motion. The on-off switch,
which controls the opening and closing of the RMS end effector, was
replaced with a linear potentiometer arrangement providing proportional
rate control capability for opening and closing the claws. The direct
visual and TV information sources and the basic RMS control are Shuttle
baseline arrangements. The graphics display and the proportional claw
control were specifically developed for the force-torque control experiments.
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Twosets of control experiments were performed using force-torque sensor informa-
tion. The first set of experiments involved the use of a task board equipped
with "tools" and "modules" as shown in the pictures.
The "tool" and "module" handling task board was placed in the bay of the Shuttle
mock-up, about 8 meters (25 feet) from the Shuttle cockpit. The task board
contained (a) a box, (b) a keyed cylinder, (c) a screwdriver, and (d) a
_k
wrench. The operator's task was to remove the "modules" from I>square-base
their retaining holes in the task board and insert them back to their holes.
The removal and insertion of one of the modules required the use of "tools"
which also were placed in retaining holes in the task board. All insertion
tolerances on the task board were 6 mm (0.25 inches).
The pictures show "modulO'insertion and removal using force-torque sensor
information. The insertion and removal tasks are risky since jamming can
easily occur. Jamming occurs when the force applied in the direction of
insertion or removal no longer causes the insertion or removal to proceed.
In general, jamming is caused by moving the direction of the applied force
outside certain bounds.
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The table shown here lists the full sequence of subtasks involved in the
"tool" and "module" handling tests when the main task was to reinsert the
moduels back to their retainers in the task board. During these tests,
the operators had access to all three information sources: direct vision,
TV cameras/monitors and graphics display of force-torqLie sensor information.
The data shown in the table should be interpreted as indicative regarding r_
the distribution of performance times among the subtasks. Note also the
spread of performance times (max. and min. time) for a subtask. The large
spread of performance times is essentially causecl by three factors: (i) the
initial error when contact is established, (ii) the operator's ability to
interpret a multidimensional error vector in a given situation, and (iii)
the operator's ability to respond through manual control to a multidimen-
sional error vector.
Typical force-torque time histories recorded during the "module" and "tool"
handling tests are shown in these figures. The graphics display of force-
torque sensor information was most useful for preventing jamming during box
and cylinder insertion, illustrated in the figures. The large amplitude
variations in the Fz force shown in the upper and lower figures indicate
situations where jamming could have occurred. The time history of the Fz
force variations shows that the operator prevented the jamming and success-
fully completed the box and cylinder insertions.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
EXAMPLE
TIME PERFORMANCE
DATA OF TASK BOARD
?_ODULE # AND "TOOL"
HANDLINGTESTS
I m_an _t
t [min:sec]
s {ART RUTI
!IOXGRAPPLED
BOX I-IAtlEUVERE0
BOX INSERTED
RED TOOL GRAPPLEO
RFO TOOL EXTRACTED
RED TOOL MAMEUVEREO
lIED TOOl. [II¢,ERTED
-RELI LATCII CLOSED
liED TOOLREMOVED
[tEl) TOOLPAtIEUVERED
RED TOOL [rF,.,ERTED
1:19
3 :OO
4:Z6
Z:O3
0:30
2:25
1:19
:38
:11
2:45
1:14
RED TOOL RELEASED
BLUE TOOL GRAPPLED
BLUE TOOL EXTRACTED
BLUE TOOL HAIEUVEREO
BLUE TOOl: IflSERTEO
BLUE LAICII CLOSEO
BLUE TOOL REHOvEO
flLUE TOOL I.V_flEUVEREO
r_LUE TOOL ItJSERTEO
BLUE TOOL RELEASEO
CAN GRAPPLED
CAN r4ANEUVERED
CAN INSERTED
G'%NRELEASED
TOTAL TIME AVERAGE
FOR PIIASE O TASK
:04
1:38
:13
1:27
1:45
:'_¢
:13
1:25
:59
:11
2:4t
2:25
4;20
:07
37:53
max. L:L
2:12
5:23
21:20
5:03
2:18
4:43
4:23
1:4_
:59
4:28
4:26
:12
3:34
:21
2:59
4:52
1:Z0
:21
2:53
2:36
:55
5:16
5:00
13:48
:16
I .1i n. ,_.t
:26
1:43
:;:1
:01
:07
:20
:01
:01
:C I
":17
:40
:O!
:1S
:02
:34
:10
" :10
:Q2
:22
:08
:01
1:19
1:13
:28
:01
MEAN TIME COIIPUTED
FROM TEN TEST RUNS
ACCOMPLISHI_ENTS
EXAMPLE
TYPICAL TASK BOARD
PERFORMANCE DATA 80 h LII
-50 SECS Fa
d
CtL I:IOER [r/S[RtlO:l
F
)" •
80 ll
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The objective of the payload berthing test was to maneuver the simulated PDP
payload into a retention or latching mechanism shown in the figure. The latch
assembly was placed in the bay of the Shuttle mock-up about lO meters (30
feet) from the Shuttle cockpit. The berthing tests were performed so that
the weight of the mock-up PDP payload (about 250 Ib) was counterbalanced
through a pulley attached to an overhead crane. In this way the only forces
and torques generated at the force-torque sensor were those caused by the
payload contact with the latch assembly. The counterbalance arrangement
allowed all small translational and rotational movements of the manipulator
necessary for the tests. The tests started with lowering the guide pins of
the PDP paylaod to the point that they were almost touching the V-shaped
guides of the latching mechanism.
The latching mechanism used in the payload berthing tests consists of four
V-shaped guides. Two are on the forward end of the mechanism, and two are
on the port side. Three microswitches are closed whenever the payload is
is level and touching the bottom of the guides. Three indicators inside r_
the flight deck area of the cockpit indicate the on-off state of the three
microswitches. To latch safely requires that all three microswitches are on.
This in turn requires a simultaneous contact at points A, B and C. Ideally,
only a small "down" force should be acting between the payload and the latch
assembly at the terminal contact, and all lateral forces and all torques
should be zero or near zero. That is, the operator had to zero out a five-
dimensional error vector and keep the sixth component within bounds.
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OThis table shows a few significant points:
(1) The most interesting result is that all operators consistently could per-
form the payload berthing without any visual feedback, relying only on
graphics display of force-torque sensor information during the terminal
phase of berthing when the payload guide pins were inside the V-shaped
guides of the latch assembly. However, operator comments indicated the
desirability of having some visual access to the RMS and task scene.
(2) The time data indicate that the force-torque sensor information may con-
tain more relevant guidance data than the visual information during the
terminal/contact phase of the payload berthing task, since the average
time under condition A is shorter than under condition B.
(3) The time data also indicate that the use of more sensory information (that
is the simultaneous use of visual and graphics display of force-torque
sensor information) may lead to longer performance time unless the informa-
tion is properly coordinated in order to ease the operator's perceptive
workload. Note that the average time under condition C is longer than
under condition A or B.
A typical time history of contact forces and torques recorded during payload
berthing is shown here. The significant point here is that only graphics
display of force-torque information was available to the operators; the
window was blocked and the TV monitor was turned off.
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¥IIVE PERFORHANCE DATA OF PAYLOAD BERTHING TESTS
0per=tor No. ]
max. t ime
rain.time mean time
) 58
1:qO
0:39
Operator :_. 2
max. t ime
meQn time
mln.thne
4:3]
2:4"3
1:27
Overall
Average
Time
2:14
0 4:10 5:Z7
0:40 2:11 T:46 3:17 2:qq
3:48 7:2_
c i 2:13 4:16 3:14
0:44 2:39
time in [min:sec]
A: only force-torque sensor displ,,y
B: only visual {direct and/or TV) feedback
C: boLh visual and sensor display feedback
t_ote: edch "mean time" is cc_nputed frm t_elve test runs
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-PERFORMNiCEDATA-
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? Tx
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)' . I + I
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- ONLY GRAPHICS
T TIME F
Y z
I
- 40 sec
_= F
x _. y
I -
I
I !
I . I + I
40 Ib
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Another typical time history of contact forces and torques recorded during-
payload berthing. The point here is that, using graphics display of force-
torque sensor information for guidance, the operators could successfully
control the excess contact forces and torquesduring the terminal phase of
the pyaload berthing task.
Another typical time hisotry of contact forces and torques recorded du-ring
payload berthing. The point here is that, without graphics display of force-.
torque sensor information, using only visual feedback, the operators had no
idea about the magnitude and location of contact forces and torques generated
during payload berthing though the latching was successfully accomplished.
0
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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the human role in space vehicle ground operations.
After a brief description of the various facets of KSC ground operations, in-
cluding space vehicle control and monitor, payload and Orbiter processing,
servicing, and countdown, areas that can potentially be enhanced by techno-
logical development are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
L
The majority of KSC ground operations functions require extensive human
activity and/or interaction with computers or other equipment; In many cases,
the safety and efficiency of these ground operations functions can be enhanced
by new and innovative technological developments.
This paper discusses the follow ing facets of KSC ground operations:
- Space Vehicle Control and Monitor
- Payload Processing
- Orbiter Processing
- Element Mating
- Servicing
- Countdown
- Post Landing
- Future Systems
SPACE VEHICLE CONTROL AND MONITOR
The focal point for space vehicle control and monitor is the launch control
rooms where checkout, servicing, and countdown activities are managed. The
Launch Processing System (LPS), which is a distributed computer system, is-
sues commands and processes data associated with the space vehicle and ground
support equipment (GSE). The LPS consists of fifteen consoles in the control
room and associated equipment at all areas of Launch Complex 39. Systems
and applications software, which is unique for each space mission, requires
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large numbers of people for computer program generation and verification.
The Launch Processing System also provides capabilities for operations sched-
uling, problem tracking, logistics management, and configuration management.
PAYLOAD PROCESSING
Prior to installation into "*-- _"- .... '-Lu= ouuttt= Orbiter .L_. =__,.... -...... 1....._ _ .... ,._...
LIII_ JkKJJ.LK2wtt,_ [.2a,v *.,.,,,',_..t _.utl,_,l.J.tJtx_,
are accomplished: completion of assembly, subsystem checkout, integrated/
mission test, upper stage/payload mating, servicing, verification of interfaces.
ORBITER PROCESSING
Shuttle Orbiter processing takes place in the hangar-like Orbiter Proces-
sing Facility and consists of the following to prepare for the next space Shuttle
mission: subsystem checkout, thermal protection system (tile) refurbishment,
payload installation and interface verification, integrated miss-ion test.
SHUTTLE ELEMENT MATING
The elements of the Shuttle are integrated together in the Vehicle Assembly
Building. The following functions are performed: physical mating, connection
of electrical and fluid umbilicals, and interface verification.
SPACE VEHICLE SERVICING
After the assembled space vehicle has been moved to the launch pad, the
following fluid systems are serviced for launch: fuel cell cryogenics, hyper-
golic propellants, ammonia, nitrogen, and hydrazine.
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN
The final countdown, which takes five hours, consists of the following:
cryogenic propellant loading, flight crew ingress, final checkout of systems,
and verification that all systems are within specifications for launch.
ORBITER POST LANDING
Upon completion of the mission, after the Orbiter has landed, a safety
check • is performed to verify that the hypergolic system is not leaking toxic
gases. Then, connections are made to mobile ground support equipment to
provide special purges and cooling for the Orbiter. The Orbiter is then towed
to the Orbiter Processing Facility and another ground turnar<_und cycle is ini-
tiated.
FUTURE SPACE SYSTEMS
Proposed future space systems, including the Space Station and the Or-
bital Transfer Vehicle, will pose additional technological challenges to enhance
ground operations safety and efficiency. The Space Station will be designed
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with an evolutionary growth capability, and thus will require special provi-
sions for interface verification prior to the launch of each element. Also,
Space Station re-supply will pose special challenges in the area of ground
logistics. The Orbital Transfer Vehicle will have to be capable of checkout
and servicing both on the ground and at the Space Station. This will require
special design considerations to minimize 'hands-on" operations.
AREAS NEEDING IMPROVEMENT
Based on the ground operations functions discussed above, the following
ground operations areas potentially can benefit from technological develop-
...
merits:
Man/Machine Interfaces
Software Generation and Verification
Information Management
Fault Detection and Isolation
Hazardous Monitoring and Leak Detection
Interface Verification
MAN/MACHINE INTER FACES
The complexity of the space vehicle and its associated Ground Support
Equipment requires a large number of time critical interactions between con-
trol room operating personnel and the Launch Processing System. New
methods to simplify these interactions are needed.
SOFTWAR E GENERATION AND VER IFICATION
Because of varying mission requirements, major changes are made to the
Shuttle and payload software programs prior to each launch. This requires a
large number of man-hours for generation and verification. New techniques,
possibly including machine intelligence developments, are required to simplify.
this function.
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
As the space Shuttle becomes operational, new techniques will be required
to provide real-time scheduIing, inventory control, and configuration manage-
ment functions.
FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION-
The p, esent Shuttle system and the proposed Space Station and Orbital
Transfer Vehicle will require optimum methods for subsystem fault detection
and isolation to minimize system downtime and to enhance operational effi-
ciency.
HAZARDOUS MONITORING AND LEAK DETECTION
Because of the hazardous fluids required by space vehicle systems, new
developments in remote and in situ sensing devices and the assc)ciated elec-
tronics are required. Simplicity and reliability are primary considerations in
this area.
INTERFACE VERIFICATION
Significant amounts of manpower are expended during space vehicle
ground operations to verify interfaces after electrical and fluid connectors
have been "mated" together. New developments in both fluid and electrical
connectors, to enhance safety and to minimize checkout, are required. Also,
since elements of the Space Station will be launched over a period of years,
a method to ensure interface compatibility of elements in space and other
elements prior to launch is needed.
SUMMARY
Space vehicle ground operations functions presently require intensive
human activity. Potential technological developments can enhance both the
efficiency and safety of these operations.
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MANAGER, AUIONOMOUSSYSTEMS AND SPACE MECHANICS
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This is representative of the state of the art of industrial
robots and the way industrial robots are programmed through
teach-in or walk-through methods. Only very few off-line
programming languages are in practical use today. Most
have been developed and are applied in a laboratory setting.
In practical applications, it is difficult to do off-line
programming of robots because of lack of training of shop
personnel in the art of programming, or the lack of know-
ledge of programmers of the requirements on the shop floor.
Practically the most acceptable way of industrial robot
programming is still done by teach-in or walk-through
programming.
Some of the developed industrial robot programming languages
and their identified characteristics for comparison
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1ROBOTICS AND MANIPULATORS
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
OllJ[CT
COMMANOS OESClllPTIONS
LANGUAG[ DEVELOPER IIAr_SF-O_OMPUT[R
MOTION'HA"OlSENSORREFERENCEDPOSITIONIGECMETRY
AL STANF UN ALG_L PDP-IO X X X X
Ai LAll POP-III4S
AUTOPASS IBM PlJl X X X X X
GIgLI"D.EPH& PoP-Ill IQ X X XALFA [LECTR CO
....... a...... 4--
MIT
LAMA AI LAB
UNN BASIC ITAL MC x XMAL MALANO
ML IBM I_W 7 X X X
UNN APT PDP-I0 x xRAPT [DINOURC41
L_N ACIITM-
ROCOL LENINGllAO 6000 X X
SIGU_ OUV£1TI X
'11. TOYOTA NOVA-O, I X X X
VAL ,UNIMAIION LSI-/I 1 X X
SRI-N. ]SRI FORTRANIPOP-Ill 40 X
C_ClNNATI
CWl. MLAClloN X
TECH UNN _EROATA
TUB BERLIN 71I6 X X
UNIV
LUll 8UOAP(ST X X X
HCS NIS FORTRAN PDP-]|I4$ X X X X
O_tAU- S LINNMALN_ LISP x X x x
All111"lMETK PROCESS
OPEll|'NS OPERT'NS
CONTROL
X X
X
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Nine industrial robot programming languages have been
evaluated recently with respect to the twelve parameters
identified on the left. The most widely used languages as
of this date are T3 developed by Cineninaty Milacron and
VAL developed by Unimation. T3 is a teach-in language and
VAL is a language with off-line capabilities, but is mostly V
used in research laboratories.
An example of a systems operations model
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fROBOT PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES COMPARISONS
LANGUAGE PARAMETERS
AL MODALITIES
AML TYPE
HELP GEOMETRICDATA
JARS DISPLAY
MCL NO. OFARMS
RAIL CONTROLSTRUCTURE
RPL CONTROLMODES
13 MOTIONTYPES
VAL SIGNALLINES
SENSORINTERFACE
SUPPORTMODULES
DEBUGGING
7
SYSTEM OPERATIONS MODEL
IUIqERVISORY SYSTEM
INTER_
I.u- I
t OPERATORIIII
/
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Self Explanatory
Self Explanatory
t
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fLEVEL 1
LEVEL 2
LEVEL3
LEVEL 4
LEVEL S
LEVEL S
LEVEL 7
LEVEL 8
LEVEL 9
LEVELIO
AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
LEVEL5 OF FUNCTIONAL
SYSTEMS AUTONOMY
SERVO-LOOP FUNCTIONS MEETING EXTERNALLY-SET GOALS
EXECUTION OF EXTERNALLY-PLANNED SEQUENCES/PROGRAMS OF
ACTIONS
ADAPTATION OF SERVO*LOOP PARAMETERS TO ACCOMMODATE
ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATIONS
TOLERANCE OF SYSTEM FAULTS THROUGH DETECTION. LOCATION,
AND RECONFIGURATION TO ISOLATE AND REPLACE FAULTY SYSTEM
ELEMENTS
LOAD-SHEDDING TO ISOLATE LIMITED SYSTEM CAPABILITIES FROM
CURRENTLY NON-ESSENTIAL TASKS
SELF-PRESERVATION OF THE SYSTEM FROM UNSAFE INTERNAL
CONDITIONS AT THE COST OF REDUCING MISSION PERFORMANCE
AVOIDANCE OF EXPOSURE OF THE SYSTEM TO UNSAFE
ENVIRONMENTS
MANAGEMENT OF SYSTEM RESOURCES TO ALLOCATE THEM TG
INDIVIDUAL TASKS IN A WAY THAT MAXIMIZES OVERALL MISSION
PERFORMANCE
VALIDATION OF EXTERNAL INSTRUCTIONS FROM SYSTEM
SUPERVISORS, TO EVALUATE AND REJECT INSTRUCTIONS THAT WOULD
INADVERTENTLY ENDANGER THE SYSTEM OR ITS PERFORMANCE
TASK PLANNING TO SELECT SATISFACTORY OR OPTIMAL, DETAILED
PLANS FOR ACHIEVING HIGHER-LEVEL GOALS, PARTICULARLY IN THE
PRESENCE OF LARGE ENVIRONMENTAL OR SYSTEM VARIATIONS
___ AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGYREASONS FOR AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
• REDUCE THE WORK LOAD FOR USERS AND OPERATORS OF
GROUND BASED SYSTEMS, e.g., DOCUMENTATION, MAINTENANCE,
MANAGEMENT
• LIMIT THE AMOUNT OF REQUIRED COMMUNICATION WITH REMOTE
-, SYSTEMS. e.g., BECAUSE OF PLANETARY OCCULTATION. TWO-WAY
LIGHT TIME, CHANGE OF DETECTION
• COMPENSATE FOR TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS OF COMMUNICATIONS
WITH REMOTE SYSTEMS, e.g., LIMITED BANDWIDTH, ERROR RATE,
RESPONSE TIME OF EQUIPMENT
SUSTAIN RELIABLE PERFORMANCE OF GROUND BASED AND
REMOTE SYSTEMS, e.g., FAULT TOLERANCE, SELF-MAINTENANCE
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The current state of autonomous navigation and autonomous
operations in space in general, is characterized by large
support teams. The objective is to automate their functions
either on the ground and/or on the spacecraft leading to
the situation depicted in the next viewgraph.
0
Future state of autonomous navigation 0
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uCURRENT STATE OF
AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION
* ATTITUDEDETERMINATION
INERTIALLYRE_ERENCED
POINTING
IMAGEPROCESSING
_)RBITIMANEUVE_DETERMINA1
POINTING/NAVIGATION
SEQU_CE SYNTHESIS
' SUPPORTTEAMS--
LFM-gA
__. 1996 STATE OFAUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION ""
* ATTITUDEDETERMINATION
TARGETREFERENCED
POINTING
IMAGE pROCESSING
ORBIT MANEUVER
DETERMINATION
POINTING/NAVIGATION
SEQUENCESYNTHESIS
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The development of the required technology to effect
system autonomy requires the solution of problems in auto-
mated decision making. These problems fall into a whole
continuum between the highly well-structured decisions at
one end and the highly ill-structured decisions at the
other end and include human oriented decision-making methods
and automation oriented decision making methods.
There are currently three JPL automation tools under develop-
ment. These tools are known as GREAT (Graphic Representation
Editing Aid Timeline program), MOVIE (Moving Observation
View Interactive Editor), and DEVISER. When interconnected,
these tools from a workstation which allows the user to
design, plan, and integrate and analyze sequences of events
in either graphic or tabular format (see Fig. 1).
The GREAT program is a general purpose graphic timeline editor
which can be modified by the user to operate from different
sequence file formats and which displays and/or prints the _k
information in formats specified by the user. The S/W is
very user friendly, relying mainly upon graphics tablet
input for menu option selection and information manipulation.
The MOVIE program is a more specialized observation design
tool which is used to compute S/C positions relative to
planets and satellites, based upon high precision ephemeredies
input from a central computer. This information is then used
to graphically explore potential observation opportunities
and to model S/C scan platform positioning and instrument
shutterings as needed for observation designs.
The DEVISER program is a highly sophisticated, artificial
intelligence, automated planner. Given a request for a system
action or state, the initial states of the system and a
knowledge base describing the system (the way it functions
and rules governing its operation), DEVISER will produce a
plan which will satisfy the request and all constraints (if
such a solution exists).
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AUTOMATED DECISION-MAKING AND PROBLEM SOLVING
• WELLSTRUCTUREDPROBLEMS
• ROUTINE,REPETITIVEDECISIONS
• PROGRAMABLEDECISIONPROCESSES
• ILL STRUCTUREDPROBLEMS
NOVELPOLICYDECISIONS
NONPROGRAMABLEDECISION
PROCESSES
• HUMANORIENTED ECISION-MAKING
• HABIT
• CLERICALROUTINE
• STANDARDPROCEDURES
• WELLDEFINEDCOMMUNICATIONCHANNELS
• JUDGEMENT
• INTUITIONANDCREATIVITY
• RULES0FTHUMB
• SELECTIONANDTRAININGOFMANAGERS
• AUTOMATIONORIENTEDECISION-MAKING
• OPERATIONRESEARCH
• COMPUTERDATAANALYSISANDPROCESSING
• HEURISTICPROBLEMSOLVING
TECHNIQUES
• HEURI STIC COMPUTERPROGRAMS
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GRAPHIC WORK STATION DEVELOPMENT
,,'DEVISER.__
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WHAT
GREAi"_]MOV IE
HOW
DEVELOPINTERACTIVEAUTOMATED
TOOLSFORMISSIONDESIGN,
KNOWLEDGEBASECONSTRUCTION,
SCHEDULINGAND SEQUENCING
OEVISER'._
t
WHEN
J
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Over the past two years, automated decision making tools
based on machine intelligence techniques have been developed.
This work-contributes to the mission operations uplink
process control automation efforts at JPL.
A computer program, DEVISER, has been developed and demon-
strated in the laboratory. DEVISER is an automatic planner/
scheduler that accepts a start state description of a system
(e.g., for a spacecraft), a goal description (e.g., take
pictures of the red spot of Jupiter), and the content of a
knowledge base describing the physical and operational
characteristics and relationships of the mission in a suit-
ably structured form. DEVISER then develops automatically
the command sequence that must be sent to the spacecraft in
order to implement the desired goal. DEVISER can be operated
interactively with editing capabilities. When it has diffi-
culty to schedule a goal, it will come to the user and ask
for help; the user can then alter the goal structure until
an acceptable solution can be found by DEVISER.
The three-dimensional object tracker breadboard system
developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory Robotics Labora-
tory has demonstrated robust real-time tracking, at approxi-
mately 3 Hz, of an object having convex shape and consisting
of planar surfaces. The tracker is robust in the sense that,
even with a partially obscured object image, the tracking
software still keeps the object in lock.
This stereo vision system consists of two charge-injection-
device solid-state cameras, a pipeline image processor
"IMFEX", a 188 pixels x 240 lines digitizer "RAPID", a SPC-16
minicomputer, real-time tracking algorithms, and supporting
software and peripherals.
The IMFEX Special-purpose real-time processing hardware
detects edges of the object. The tracking software computes
and stores the current states (i.e., orientation and loca-
tion} of the object, predicts the future states, compares
with the actual future states, and updates the prediction
trends.
Future research and development on this tracking system will
aim at improving the speed to up to 30 Hz, to accommodate
objects of more complicated shapes, and to be able to perform
automatic initial acquisition.
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A BLACKBOX VIEW OF DEVISER
INPUTS
• STARTSTATEDESCRIPTIONJ
' II • GOALSDESCRIPTION!
KNOWLEDGEBASE
ACTION. EVENT,AND
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Past years of research in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Teleoperators Laboratory have been supported by NASA, Office
of Life Sciences, Johnson Space Center, and contracts with
Oakridge National Laboratory (Department of Energy funds).
Research and development thrusts have been in human-machine
interfaces, information traffic and display, smart computer-
based sensors and control systems.
FY 83 RTOP 506-54-6 work will aim at the evaluation of
teleoperator control techniques such as shared manual/
computer control, task frame indexing and scaling, bilateral
force-reflecting hand control, and to integrate the Puma
600 manipulator arm with the existing computing facilities
and control station. Integration of the vision systems in
the JPL Robotics Laboratory with the manipulator systems in
the Teleoperator Laboratory will be initiated.
Self Explanatory
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r__JPL TELEOPERATOR$ LABORATORY,RESEARCHINTERACTIVE AUTOMATION FOR
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A schematic for the architecture for supervisory system
The major technical issues
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ARCHITECTURE FOR SUPERVISORY SYSTEM "_
tl .... - ......
GROUNO-SAIEO SYSTEM ]11e RtMOTE SYSTEM
AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
TECHNICAL ISSUES
• APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF SPACECRAFT AUTONOMY
• OPTIMAL ALLOCATIONS OF FUNCTIONS BETWEEN MAN AND
MACHINE
• EMPHASIS OF GENERAL PURPOSE VS SPECIFIC MISSION
REQUIREMENTS
• SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY VS COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY
• VALIDATION OF COMPLEX AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
• IMPACT OF AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS ON FUTURE SPACE
MISSIONS
J
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Cutting Edge Technologies
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f
AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
'CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES
• SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES
• MACHINE INTELLIGENCE
• KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERING
/
• MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS
• DECISION-MAKING TOOLS
, , • J
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SIMULATION AND TRAINING
PRESENTATION TO:
THE HUMAN ROLE IN SPACE WORKSHOP
AUGUST 24, 1982
LEESBU RG, VA
BY JACK W, STOKES/MSFC/EL15
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WORLD OF SII_LATION
In response co the request Co present cn the Hunsn Role in Space Workshnp • revtev of SLuuletion and
Tra/slnS es have prepared oh• follovin4. S£nca the world of slnulstion h as 8ro_m to such •zpancos,
from paper sz•rclses to the us• of the actual equipment roqnlr•d for the accomplishment of some
funcrIoa, ve viii bound chs •cope nf this discussIoa ro nanoLn-rhe-_oop slnuZar£roo only. I_a-in-rbt-
loop 81mulortoms arm thus• In vhIch s human Is an lnsctSernr and/or receiver of experience, /nfornarion,
or ouster181 tress•cries as a result of the simulation acclvl£iss.
In nrder to further nnderecand Whqt sLnulorton nesn8 ro the world of aerospace, tee w111 further break
man-In-the-loop eisulsclom• /sro run cateSOrtes, those b•lns anElneerln8 development slnula¢ions and
cratnLn S sIsulariros. Examples of anch or• tncludsd In the vievzr•ph. Of course, we viii 1/sic our
discussion to rhea• s/sularore and trois•re compatible vLrh •pace missions.
DEVELOPHENTAL S IHULATION
hSlneer£n8 development /S chs space c_imlry nay be deflmtd es chue• activities required ro brine •
space fllshr ides from the conceptual step rhroush verification ro completion of the design, ka •
deslsn Prosrasses rhroush anzlneerin s dev•lopemnr ro cunplttloo, man-in-the-loop simulations have proven
ro ha benafici81 as both an ansi•earLs 8 conceptual and verification tool mr various erases of dsvelopnant.
The no•or utility of such simulation techniques /sclude the pmrfo_umcs nf basic me/machine research
(result• for human enSlneertn 8 standards), nan/••chino c_cepr deelEn/developnanr , man/oath/no verifLcarlon
react•K, sad ftna/ly operations development. The last is usually nor cnnsidersd as an ensineerlnR
eorlvity par Jej bur supports mission proper•clan and cunpletLnn.
HaJnr onslMerins developuenr simulation b•uefire Include the reduction of the preston and ensinesring
coat by providln8 C£nely feedback rn the desLsn and manaserIsl orzsnlzations fnr assistance and direction
in deslsn. An lnadequers desijn can be recosotzed early enoush an as not to /sp•cr the total projron If
simulation vorkm 88 /ntesded. Hence, the schedule is mars llksly to b• met if sinuIarlon occurs at proper
sequent•s, sLnce no unnecessary red•siS• IS anticipated.
Hen-in-the-loop sisul•rLons, if properly uasd, rill provids dev•lopmenr and vsrificat/on of the space
hardware fearnres and functions, thereby verify/s 8 that the iron will lurerfscs virh rhs space cro_asn
es planned.
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MSFCJELlS
MARSHAL/. SPACE FUGHT CENTER
HUMAN ROLE IN SPACE
/
WORLDOF SIMULATION
ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT
SIMULATIONS
ONEUTRAL BUOYANCY SIMULATORS
OKC 138
O6DGFIAJN BEARING SIMULATORS
Ol-41 LOW FIDELITY $1MULATIONS -- PAPI[R,
WOOD. EARLY CONCEPT
O1-.G HIGH FIDELITY SIMULATIONS --
DESIGN VERIFICATION
TRAINING SIMUI.ATIONS
• VARIOUS ,;$C TRG PAOUTIES
• MaFC Pc'rc
I MAN-IN--THE-LOOP SIMULATIONS: SIMULATIONS IN WHICH HUMAN IS INSTIGATOR AND/OR 1
RECIPIENT OR EXPERIENCE, INFORMATION. OR MATERIAL TRANSACTIONS AS RESULT OF J
SIMULATION ACTIVITIES.
MSFCJEL1E
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
HUMAN ROLE INSPACE
J. W. STOKES
AUGUST 111412
MAN--IN--THE-LOOP DEVELOPMENTAL SIMULATION
ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT:
THOSE ACTIVITIES REQUIRED TO BRING A SPACE FLIGHT IDEA FROM THE CONCEPTUAL STAGE
THROUGH VERIFICATION TO DESIGN COMPLETION
DEVELOPMENTAL SIMULATION:
REPRODUCTION/REPRESENTATION OF CONCEPTUAL OR ACTUAL OBJECT. SYSTEM, PROCESS, OR
SITUATION INCLUDING MAN AS AN INTERFACE. CONCEPTUAL/VERIFICATION TOOL USEFUL AT
VARIOUS DEVELOPMENT LEVELS OF MAN/SYSTEM FLIGHT DESIGN
DEVELOPMENTAL SIMULATION UTILITY:
• TO PERFORM
- BASIC MAN/MACHINE RESEARCH
- MAN/SYSTEM CONCEPT DESIGN/DEvELoPMENT
- MAN/SYSTEM VERIFICATION TESTING
-- OPERATIONS DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENTAL SIMULATION BENEFITS:
• REDUCE PROGRAM & ENGINEERING COSTS
• PREVENT PHASE C/D SCHEDULE IMPACTS DUE TO CREW INTERFACES
• PROVIDE DEVELOPMENT & VERIFICATION OF HARDWARE FEATURES & FUNCTIONS FOR ON--ORSIT USE
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TItAIHIIJG
Tr•Lnln8 for •pace uLJeLone nay be defLned as thee• ect£v£tLu undertaken by 8round and fltsht creupereems
to develop chat skLlla sad knovled|e necessary _o accurately ned otf£cLently conduct or dLrect space
oparectou; employs a variety of technlquas includLns forms1 lectures, active p•rCLc£pa:loo Ln nluLem
preparet_'m, self dlr•ccod study, sad specially constructed slmu_ec_as.
Trelnln 8 slluletton 11kevlee nay be defined ne an attempt co approzlmace the phyelc•l amd circumstantial
dtnematons of an •o¢£cLpetad oparattn| environment, •.|., • space s_neLem.
The uce£ulnese of training for r_• mlssLem Le to prepare flXshc and Sround person•el to perform cask:/
fucct_one necessary co verLfy m4"e_n accempXLshoon t. From a systems point of vLev, trsLotn8 Is a
t•chnlqas for vert_JLnS the produccLv_ty of the hvnem conpaooat or eubsyit_ to thl 8moiled space system.
k
Benefice 8ccFued v_i tra_ntnB include the provtelem of i prime or backup camp•mane Ln order to luiri_tee rd_
--4SSLem SUCCESS. TrsinLn S w111 418o verlfy oyeten or operator safety via operator experL'nce sod
kaovledae. Another benefit, thou8h not the leer0 includes the reduction of crsv oparatLone t4-es, thereby
reductol oparatLons casts.
T1B BOI.Z OF J4_J-IN.-T_E-LOOP SIIqU_TIOM
J_m-tn-ths-loop slsn_•t£em has a specific function tn uJn/michine design and operetL_ne of s space eyates.
Crew requLrement8 locludln S chose for IVA, EVA, habitability, end, if • tel•operator or robot is to be
employed, remote york:reaLes requirements can be 8leaned from non-/n-the-loop stBulactons. SLnulat:Lcm
can be i useful tool in the daftn4tlem or della•salem of crew requlrelHmca. Coucepcual eLmuletlons ere
umet beasflciLt here.
after the umn/eystem requlrenents have been established, the denljn of rh• crew stetioo must he addreuscd.
Crew st•fLoe tl my situatLon or locetJon where the crewman ls expected to perform same mlseton operatlo_.
ActivLtLu to be cons/dared under cr•v scatXoo de•Leo Lcclud• orbital nalncenance ttchn/quss, assenbly
asd construction, hebLtabLllty deatipa, tools and restraint Lids tel•eLy• to the crew etatLon, and payload
handliq Clchn£quea. Xt 18 very obvious vhic the role of eim_litton should he under rhXl beadles, as
d_ign an|Lee•re attempt to /steer•re the requLre=ente vtth the nan. Simulation can provide the east
cast-a_fLr_ant techn/qu• to define the crew otatton.
As I creu statist desLiPa Le •ccaetpl/ehed, Lt must be verlfied pr]Lor to flLsht. L/laertes. any hardware with
which the crm_re vlll he usios or Lnrerf•ctng suet he v•rLfi•d.
Slm/larly. as :he operation procedures for the cretmen are developed, thcy must be iCerat/vely evaluated
emd verified. SLnulatAon provides in excellent opportunity to eccouplLah rhts.
/us the herdvarm *rod procedures ere daf£ned to flLsht read£neas, the crew scheduled to fly the mtasiem must
uDdeL_O crelu_Jl_ re ICcemp_teb the el•start tasks. Like,as, crate/as must occur for the lround support
network. Each LndLv£duLL must learn hLe specific task, end the ales/nn spar•clone pareouuel must be brought
co an acceptable l•vel of readiness.
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TRAINING:
TRAINING SIMULATION:
TRAINING UTI I_ITY:
TRAINING BENEFITS:
THOSE ACTIVITIES UNOERTAKEN TO DEVELOP WITHIN GROUND AND FLIGHT CREW-
PERSONS THE SKILLS AND KNOWLEOGE NECESSARY TO ACCURATELY AND
EFFICIENTLY CONDUCT OR DIRECT SPACE OPERATIONS; EMPLOYS A VARIETY
OF TECHNIQUES INCLUDING: FORMAL LECTURES, ACTIVE PARTICIPATION
IN MISSION PREPARATION, SELF DIRECTED STUDY AND SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED
SIMULATIONS
AN ATI"EMPT TO APPROXIMATE THE PHYSICAL AND CIRCUMSTANTIAL DIMENSIONS
OF AN ANTIC|PATE0 OPERATING ENVIRONMENT, o.g., A SPACE MISSION.
TC) PREPARE FLIGHT AND GROUND PERSONNEL TO PERFORM TASKS/FUNCTIONS
NECESSARY FOR MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT
VERIFY HUMAN COMPONENT IN MANNED SPACE SYSTEM
• TO PROVIDE A PRIME OR BACKUP SUBSYSTEM OR COMPONENT IN ORDER TO
VERIFY MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT
• TO VERIFY SYSTEM AND OPERATOR SAFETY VIA OPERATOR KNOWLEDGE
• TO REDUCE OPERATIONS TIMELINES, THEREBY REDUCING OPERATIONS COSTS,
OA_NI|AT|O_I;
IJBPCJELI|
CHANT /tO,;
MARSHALL PACE FLIGHT CENTER
HUMAN ROLEIN SPACE
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NASA NAN-IN-THE-LOOP SII'UA.ATION FACILITIES
An attempt has been arose to 14-t the various iBn-/n-ch_Loop sLaulacLcm facLlLt:Les in usa within NASA. We
coasidered ouly those in vh4ch man Ls .n active participant, either vtth/n the e4-..].etlon medium, or as •
controller. Th4- 14-r 4- noc cmcprehenslve, and 4. 8ubJtcr CO interpretation relative to ram's involvement.
Both anemias•tinS development and ira/hAnS 81mulacLomJ are eddraaned, and are lndics_td 4n the second and
third eoluana relative co their r•epectlve utility. AJ.eo Indicated 1o the current level of use for each.
ThLII mly fluctuate vLch tilNI.
Sho_d s need by industry, JcadesL4-i or other &overmaent eSenc4-s he LchmcLfLed for I simulator, it can
be provided on 8 pr/orLcy basle (NASA, other 8overnnant eSanc/an. /odustry/scaciemLa) on 8 cost reinburs£ble
benin.
Continued
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NASA MAN-IN-1HE-LOOP SIMULATION FAClLITIES
J. W. STOKES
A._."CJL_T!g_.
FACILITY
REDUCED GRAVITY SIMULATION
• KC136 ZERO GRAVITY AIRCRAFT, ELLINGTON AFB
• ARC LEARJET, CV-4Ig0
• MSFC NEUTRAL BUOYANCY SIMULATOR; 40 FT DEEP X 7E FT
• JSC WEIGHTLESS ENVIRONMENT TRAINING FACILITY:
78 FTX30 FT X 25 FT
MULrTIPLE 0.O.F. SIMULATION
• MSFC TELEOPERATOR/ROBOTIC3 SYSTEMS LABORATO RY
• LaRC INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS RESEARCH LABORATORY
• JSC PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT & RETRIEVAL SYSTEM RMS TRAINER
• JSC AIR BEARING TABLE
• MSFC 8 D.O.F. MOTION SIMULATOR
• JSC SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR -- MOVING BASE CREW STATION
I-G SIMULATION
• JSC ORBITER ONE-GRAVITY TRAINER
• JSC 11-FOOT ALTITUDE CHAMBER
• JSC ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL i LI FIE SIJPPORT SYSTEM TEST
ARTICLE
• JSC ORBITER MOCKUP (PAYLOAD BAY, UPPER & MIDDECK)
I
I ENGINEERINGDEVELOPMENT
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X
X
X
X
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I TRAINING
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NASA-MAN-IN-THE-LOOP SIMULATION FACILITIES
FACILITY
COMPUTER-AIDED 1-G SIMULATION
• JSC CREW SOFTWARE TRAINER
• JSC ORBITER SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER
• _ GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION SIMULATOR
• JSC SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR -- FIXED EASE CREW STATION
• MSI=C PAYLOAD CREW TRAINING COMPLEX
• JSC SPACELAB SINGLE SYSTEMS TRAINER
• JSC SPACELAB SIMULATOR
• JSC EXTRAVEHICULAR MOBILITY UNIT MALFUNCTIONS SIMULATOR
• JSC MISSION CONTROL CENTER
• JSC/MSFC PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
• JPL TELEOPERATOR LABORATORY
• JPL GRAPHIC WORK STATION DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
• MSFC RENDEZVOUS & DOCKING SIMULATOR
OTHER SIMULATIONS
• JSC SHUTTLE TRAINING AIRCRAFT (MODIFIED GULFSTREAM II)
• JSC T-38A MODIFIED SPEED BRAKE AIRCRAFT
ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING LOADING
HEAVY
HEAVY
HEAVY
HEAVY
HEAVY
TBD
TBD
HEAVY
HEAVY
HEAVY
HEAVY
HEAVY
LIGHT "
N/A
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IGFC NII:UTIUd, BUOYAHCY SI_.kTOR (NBS)
The HaS t8 used 88 a reduced |revlty simulator for mtn/nachlmt •futile•. Neutral buoyancy •l'.lacto_ A• •
simu£atico t•ctmlque in which all object• to be manipulated, us veil us the mmlpnletor, are balanced or
nentrallted as that the/ neither •ink mar float to the surface, and prefer no •p•c£ftc ortentatinn or
attitude. The NBS serves as 8 tool for concept development and engineerin 8 verification. Tt provides
extended simulation tim (8i-41er to the planned flight ale•Ion) and a relatively largo voluna for 3-D
operaciou.
The NBS ceulet• of a large (40-ft. deep by 75-ft. dLmter. 1.3N pllon8 u20) tank supported by a
rscaaprasslon chamber, control ro_ filtrec/on/hantio| •y•tan. medical facility, pressure snlt facility,
1-ton crane. CCTV system, and • alnor shop facility. Hocknpe available for underwater simulation support
Include a Shuttle cargo bay mackup with R_S, HHU. and AFD macknps, as veil as Spacelab pallet hookup•.
teleoperator Uflyin8" machine, and various onutralleod space hardnare mackopa. The NBS is located in
Building 6,705 at KSFC.
K_13$ AIRCRAFT
The KC-135 aircraft providos flight crews and 8psce engineers with slmularton of zero grav/cy for
engineering evaluations, iotrodnc[ion to a weightless condition, and for body and equipment macLon
dynamics. KC-135 flying lllSiOnl aN o¢1 to two hours in duration.
The KC-135 is the military version of cha Boeing 707 (a four-engine Jet transport aircraft) and Ls
bused at Ellington Air Force Bass.
Basic treLn£n 8 end angtnseriog exercises In zero gravlty conditions ere accomplished with the KC-13S
on 8 parabolic trajectory flight path where the weightless condition (approxlm4tely 20 seconds) occur•
at the apex of the ire•actor 7. Proficiency training for flight crews In the handling character/_Jtice
nf heavy aircraft 1• condncted as reqntred.
Space des/goers and engineers are provided an oppnrtnnity co evaluate the man/machine /ncerface vLch
spacecraft and EVA hardware. The techntqus t• snit-hI• for obtatnln S quantitative measurements because
operational parameters (i.e., hardware sam•, action/reaction forces, operatnr body stability, and
translation techniques) can be almost identical to flight coadltlon8. XC 4- useful for determining
unknown nasa dynamic• and experiencing the physiological sansar£on end physical reactions to zero-
gravity.
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REDUCED GRAVITY MAN/MACHINES SIMULATION
MSFC NEUTRAL BUOYANCY SIMULATOR (NBS)
PURPOSE- PROVIDE TECHNIQUE FOR REDUCED GRAVITY MAN/MACHINE SIMULATIONS
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY: MANIPULATED OBJECTS & MANIPULATOR NEUTRALIZED (BALANCED) - NEITHER
SINK NOR FLOAT. NO PREFERRED ORIENTATION OR ATTITUDE
APPLICATION:
• MEDIUM FOR CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT& ENGINEERING VERIFICATION OF FLIGHT DESIGNS
• EXTENDED SIMULATION TIMES- SIMILAR TO FLIGHT
• LARGE SIMULATION VOLUME
• SUPPORTS 3--0 OPERATIONAL SIMULATIONS
NBS DESCRIPTION:
• LOCATED IN BUILDING 4705
• TANK-40FT DEEP X 75FT DIAMETER; 1.1 M GALLONS FILTERED WATER (}90F
• SAFETY - RECOMPRESSION CHAMBER, MEDICAL FACILITIES
• STUDY SUPPORT - CONTROL ROOM, PRESSURE SUIT FACILITY. CCTV SYSTEM. INSTRUMENTATION
CAPAEILITIES
• SUPPORT MOCKUP$ - SHUTTLE CARGO BAY. RMS. MMU, AFD. SPACELAB PALLETS, TELEOPERATOR
FLYING DEVICE, VARIOUS NEUTRALIZED SPACE-SIMILAR HARDWARE
• ADDITIONAL FACILITIES -- 1-TON CRANE. SMALL SUPPORT SHOP, FILTRATION/HEATING SYSTEM
|Lln_lO
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DEVELOPMENTAL SIMULATIONS
K(_-135 AIRCRAFT
PROVIDE SIMULATION OF ZERO-G FOR ENGINEERING AND TRAINING PURPOSES
PARABOLIC TRAJECTORY FLIGHT: AIRCRAFT FLIES PARABOLIC TRAJECTORY. WEIGHTLESS CONDITION
OCCURS AT APEX OF PARABOLA. LASTING APPROXIMATELY 20 SEC
,APPLICATION:
• PROVIDES DESIGNERS/ENGINEERS OPPORTUNITY TO EVALUATE MAN/MACHINE INTERFACE WITH
SPACE HARDWARE
• PERMITS OBTAINMENT OF QUANTITATIVE ENGINEERING DATA
• PROVIDES TRAINING FOR WEIGHTLESSCONOITIONS. ZERO-G 8OOY DYNAMICS
• PROVIDES MANIPULATION OF RELATIVELY LARGE MASSES UNDER CONTROLLED CONDITIONS
KC135 DESCRIPTION:eMILITARY VERSION OF BOEING 707 (4-ENGINE JET TRANSPORT) FEW WINDOWS.
PADDED CARGO COMPARTMENT, CCTV, PHOTOGRAPHY
eELECTRICAL POWER AND GAS (02 CO2) AVAILABLE DURING FLIG_HT
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HSIrC TELEO?F.JULTOR/llOISOTXCS SYSYDSS LABORATORY
The lqSIrC T•leoperJtor/lt_bocics Systems Laboratory, ILulZd/q 46190 ls presently bnln 8 developed co study
and develop chose cnchnoXoiiLas cequLrnd for operations1 ceZoopnr•tor and robotic fZiShC •ysCmu. The
laboratory com,,44ts of three facLZLclee, the itoboC£c EvaJ.uaCtoa Facility, the Itmsots HanSpulscor Systems ,J_
Zaboracory, and oh• OrbLtaz SnrvLcer Simulator. The itobocLc EvaluatLmz FscL11ty vLll coasLst of •
4,000 sq. ft. floor •pace, nLrror flatness surface, capable of supporcLn S esXf-coacslaed, rad/o-cantrolled,
air-hearthS-mounted cast veh£clas. These vehicXes have nodular construction sad. by mesas of centrally
located air bemtLn8 sumpmsstan ,"`its, tee b• enabled vlch •Lz-desrans-of-frsedsm. Solar 111uminac/un
can he supported uc£1£ztnll • zeea snatch 118ht sad various cypun of v£deo systuns. Thls fecLILcy Ls co
be used for tdsnttfyLnlE sod ver£._y/n8 dockln8 concepts, 8uLd`".cn, navLjsclon mad c`".r.rol subsystem8 for
remotely controlled, saml-ant,".omous Telsoperator sxpsr/mento for sor.nlllts placem,".C and retrieval, and
for the study of hum,-, factors celotnd to chair opnrsClon.
The Remote Hanlpuletor Systems Laboratory v111 support t:he tnvestijsi:iou and dovelopnent of mm/pulacor
system lncludln8 mid effnctors and ausoocl-Pnd hardware. 14ml/pularor systems w:Lll be evaluated oaalnsc •
proposed f`".cCXoo81 req-Orements sad for BeSets1 mmipuletor research and development. It coasisrs of s
no`".tin S asd poa/tloatn8 cerrlote cupabls of haadllns 8 pnLr of -,,uLpulator arna, 8 cask board, visual
semsoro for providin8 operncor feedback, remote c`".trols and dLaplsys, dots haadlinl; and commun/ce¢lo,".
hardware, s Cost control and dace recordinK sad readout co`".olej s diilLtnl coatrolXer, and support
eq_tpuest.
Tho Orbital Servicer S4-ul&cor (OSS) 4. utiZlaed co domonstrsce the concept of sstelIita u_tintenanca
tbroush asrviclnl_ by on-orbit module rsplncemJnt. The OSS facility coaolsts of 8 35 by 60 by 30 ft. ..
voZumn v/oh a rso.ed floor. The portable control panel c`".taln- 811 the elaccrouice for opeceCLnlj the
OSS. A PDP 11/34 dis/ca1 computer supports the OSS.
l.aJtC Ih'I'ID.LIGIWT S¥STEHS EESEARCR IJdK)iLATORY (ISEL)
The ISRL, located 8C LAEC LJ boLnK procured co study/develop controls and dtspZsya for efficient man/machine
interface tot control of remote aystesw. Initial efforts v111 concentrate on s control atstion dsa/sn for
d/race telaoperscor castro1 of a lhtnots Orbital Servtcln8 Syst`". (ROSS). Future research uLlI develop an
enhanced Celnpruence and evaluate the application of advanced cochnolosy Co enhance man_a cepsbilicy co
occmupllsh remote opnratLons by inorsulnil hta supervisory capabilities for complex automated systems. The
system will serve to develop/test control L18orlthms, cheocetlcal modela, and Advanced displays.
The XSILL, located in Bulldtuli 1268A, v111 cansLst of facilities to study controls, displays, crew interactions,
and system Interfaces. Controllers to be evalueced include 3- and 6-COF, force reflect/hi;, replica, and
ezoeknlet -1. Coat.to1 modes include for(s, rate, poe/tins, scsllns sad lndexinK; c`".puter/nanual control, and
multieru coordlns=Loa. Dlspley evaJ.uetlmss w111 include television (stereo, multtple views, poe/tins, poe/t/`".
controll color, rosoluclon, ares of tntersst, data comprqssAun, reconstruction and enhancement), and computer
Iraphtce (/nceSrsted displays: dscn bases, and pseudo view). Ksn/aystmas LnteractLun v/ll be initially
throush switches and keyboards, vLr.h later evaluations employ/nO touch oensicLve panels, voice I/0, and
frLondly tntnlllllanc Interfaces based on ArtLftcLsl InCelliJencs technlquns. As roasts system developmont
proceeds from teleoperstor control to 1accessed use of robotics, a hLornrchical control structure will be
developud and evaluated for _/nschLan interface vLth eutouted syscuns.
Zn the nest tara, laboratory exporluonts v111 be conducted Co vsltdats softvace modules in the Teleopcrstor
md itobocics Systems Stnulatlon (TIt.SS). i ceccmftSursbls remote control stoOL`", for itOSS v111 also be
procured md developed.
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OEVELOPMENTAL SIMULATIONS
MSFC TE_EOP_RATOR(RQBOTICS SYB"FEMS LABORATORY
i
! PURPOSE: PROVIDE A SINGLE FACILITY TO STUDY AND DEVELOP TECHNOLOGIES REQUIRED FOR
OPERATIONAL TELEOPERATIONAL AND ROBOTIC PLIGHT SYSTEMS
APPLICATION:
• DEVELOP/VERIFY DOCKING CONCEPTS, GUIDANCE. NAVIGATION & CONTROL SUBSYSTEMS FOR REMOTE
CONTROL SEMI-AUTONOMOUS TELEOPERATORS
• DEFINE/DEVELOP MANIPULATOR.SYSTEMS INCLUDING END EFFECTORS & ASSOCIATED HARDWARE
• DEMONSTRATE CONCEPT OF SATELLITE MAINTENANCE THROUGH REMOTE SERVICING BY ON-ORBIT
MODULE REPLACEMENT
LAB DESCRIPTION:
• LABORATORY IN BUILDING 4619 HIGH BAY AREA
• ROBOTIC EVALUATION FACILITY - 4,000 SO PT FLOOR SPACE W/SOUND-PROOF CONTROL & DISPLAY
ROOM. PRECISION TEST BED, WORK/STORAGE AREA, TEST VEHICLES-SELF-CONTAINED. RADIO-CONTROLLED
ON AIR BEARINGS, POTENTIAL 600F CAPABILITY
• MOBILITY UNIT-PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS 0OCKING MECHANISMS & VIOEO FEEDBACK SYSTEMS. TIME DELAY
FOR RF & VIOEO SIGNALS
• REMOTE MANIPULATORS SYSTEMS LAB - MOUNTING & POSITIONING CARRIAGE FOR MANIPULATOR ARMS.
TASK BOARD, REMOTE OPERATOR CONTROL STATION, DATA HANDLING/COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE,
DIGITAL CONTROLLER
• ORBITAL SERVICER SIMULATOR - MOCKUP OF TYPICAL FULL SCALE ORBITAL SERVICER SPACE VEHICLE.
CONTROL PANEL. MODULE/SPACECRAFT INTERFACE MECHANISMS,6OOF MECHANICAL MANIPULATOR
ARM . "
• SUPPORT: 2 POP-11/34 COMPUTERS, IO-TON CRANE
• POTENTIAL INTERFACE WITH MSFC 8OOF MOTION SIMULATOR
ELt(I_14
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DEVELOPMENTAL SIMULATIOr_
LaRC INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS RESEARCH LABORATORY (ISRL}
PURPOSE: STUDY/DEVELOP CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS FOR EFFICIENT MAN/MACHINE INTERFACE FOR CONTROL
OF REMOTE SYSTEMS - DEVELOP CONTROL STATION DESIGN FOR DIRECT TELEOPERATOR CONTROL
OF A REMOTE ORBITAL SERVICING SYSTEM (ROSS). PERFORM TELEOPERATOR & ROBOTICS SYSTEMS
SIMULATION (TREE|
APPLICATION:
• DEVELOP REMOTE OPERATIONS SYSTEM FOR FUTURE SPACE MISSIONS (04.. SPACE CONSTRUCTION, SUPPORT
SPACE STATION)
• RESEARCH MAN/MACHINE INTERACTION IN DEVELOPMENT/TESTING OF ADVANCED CONTROLS, ENHANCED
VISUAL DISPLAYS, EFFICIENT COMPLEX SYSTEMS INTERFACE
• DEVELOP/TEST CONTROL ALGORITHMS, THEORETICAL MODELS, ADVANCED DISPLAYS
ISRL DESCRIPTION
• LOCATED IN BUILDING 1266.-A
• 3- AND 6- OGF CONTROLLERS -- FORCE REFLECTING. REPLICA AND EXOSKELETAL
¢ _ISPLAYS - TV: STEREO, MULTIPLE VIEWS, POSITION. POSITION CONTROL. COLOR, RESOLUTION. AREA-OF.
INTEREST, DATA COMPRESSION, RECONSTRUCTION, ENHANCEMENT
--COMPUTER GRAPHICS: INTEGRATED DISPLAYS. DATA BASES. PSEUDO VIEW
• HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH CONTROL STATION - SWITCHES/KEYBOARDS, TOUCH SENSITIVE PANELS,
VOICE I/O. FRIENDLY INTELLIGENT INTERFACES
-- HIERARCHICAL CONTROL STRUCTURE FOR ROBOTICS
• ROSS GROUND CONTROL STATION
IV- 133
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IMS1_¢6DI_]t_-OY*F]LEI_OI4(DOF)S_TOi
The 6 DOF Notion SLsu_aCor casuists of s larso platform that 18 hydraulically dr/van, under computer
coaCrol, in roll, patch, and you roCotXom• and X, Y, Z trmnmXot£oas. Sufflcien£ volumeL8 ovo£labXo
to mount Cant hordvi=e to the plitfoz3m ms _tll u 8bore At tot dockLoj purpomms. Notion 18 8chLeved
by coord/mtted p_/tton co--_.___dm to arch o_ s 4_ hydrsuUc lntLvotoro _t[iglfl the platfoum and the floor.
2he 6 DOF MrLon Slmulotor, lot•ned Ln Bu/ldLns h663, ls u_tfui for •Lmu_tln8 both md rand re•ore
opoc8 vehlcloo. It provides ro-lL•tlc notlon to an oaboard toot •ubJsct, and has been used for lunar
rover, •pace Shuttla 2andLna, and HaW sorfoc* effect ship sLnulsctons. IC also provides realistic
close rendezvous sad dockin8 •Lmd.o._Lom• sod vu uasd for the Skylab/TlS dockins simulations.
The snviq hue U suppoKed by • hybrid computer •y•ten, • test ¢anductore• control console, and 8
toot subjects e remote vorkmtotlou housed In 8 Shuttle Aft FILlet Deck uockup.
The Randuvo_S and Docktn8 SLnul&tot, vhtth can $nclude the 6 DOF Hotloa Stool•tot, As utXXJ.sod to •Judy
owlets1 decca 8 and rolstod orbit81 ssonuvoro for •anus1, •upervLso_, or anCommsous spacecraft comtrol.
Xt cam be used to o/mulsto resets operation of • •tnu_atod spacecraft froa s control ramp of 120,000 fooc
re pout of contact. ThLa •1•ulster L• housed 4n Buildio8 4663.
Ths simulator tnclude_s s Tmrsst Hot£on Simulator which sccoamodstu• various scale modo_s for simulation
vor4oom dlztastces to oh• turbot. Thla system _8 •upportsd by s hybrid computer system.
JSC SHUTTLE NZSSXGN SZ)afl.qTOR (SMS)
Tha SKS provides • full-ca•ok troLnln t in operation of the Spsca Shutt_ Systems durtn 8 six fXlaht phases.
Ths SHS 18 anod to tr-4n flizht crotm duties both ph_sas (SHS stand slons) sad tat•stated (SHS incsrfocss co
the NCC) trm£ains esss_ou•. Doris| _ntusrstsd tratnLos, ths flXsht tearful Co-- psrt£cLpsces in chu cro/nXn 8
sessions. SHS cr-4•Ln8 Ls cooductod fro• s s£mulazLoo script tho_ exorcises both oom 4n_! and u_LfunccLon
procedures for • particular f_Laht phass. SHS lla•lo_8 ors rye to four hour• in duration.
The STS facility coasists of 8 Hovio8 Bose Crav Station (_CS), Fixed Based Cro_ Station (FBCS), Instructor/
operator sC8_/o_8, v_su_ system, s£Sna2 incsrfaca aquipnau[, iotas-scala dots processing complex, sad a
oat•ark sLnulatiou system for lntolrstad tra£nin S _h ths HCC. The _CS provides a full-fidelity counander
and pilot forvard flX8hC d*ck anuntad on L six-degres-of-frosdom notioa base v£th s foruord station throe-
dimensional visual present•C/on. The FBC_ provides full-ficlellty l£mUlotlom of ths Orbitor forvsrd and eft
flLEht dock _Lch vLsu_ pros•near/•no. The HBCS and FBCS can opsrote Lndepandeotly and simultansouzly;
he•ever, rely •no ocarinas can bs interfaced Co the HCC sC say Siva• rXua. The SHS sis• provides Inertial
Uppsr Sta_e (ZUS) ••dell•B, remote s_nipulstor system visua_ 1ms|hoB, and 8 samara1 payload nodal for co•duct
of payload up•rot/on8 tratnlnS. Advsoced and fliiht specific Cro/oln s conductsd ou chs SHS includes all
facets of ;he ascent, orbit, sod entry fliaht phases. Thl• iocludes trotnio_ associated vtch prelsuoch,
anne•t, short, deorbit, and sorry operations; on-orbit crslo/ns for orbit, rendezvous, Z-es£8 re•dory•us,
dock/us, payload opersCioas, and undockios and sen•spheric rrs_nins for tsnsin_ are• enorsy sumesement and
8pprosch, lasd_ns, and rol_our. The SKS is lot•red in Bu/ldln s 5 st JSC.
JSC OUITEK SINGLE SYST_4 TRAINER (SST)
The Orbiter SST provides port-cask [tsl_tn g lu opsretioo of ths Orbltar suppor_ systems. Ths SST /• used
to train pilots, •issio_ sptcLslLsts, and selected Sround support psroonnel In opsracLoo of ths Orbiter
support lyltmsl ou i ••e--st-a-tins or lioB_s system basis. SST CralnLns _sos a lesson sequence of d/splay
and cemtrol fm-iliar_zotton, normal oparottn g procedu_t•, sad nalfunctiom procedures union the Orbiter
cheth/lsr_. Lessons ore one to cvo hours lu duration.
Tho SST f•ciXity consists of tvo student scmttoos vith color•tad icetructor ormoLu•so s nlo/compucsr system,
dl|Ltal convsro4on £otsrfaca equip•mr, sad an intercom system. Each student •totLo_ is 8 medium f/dsl/ty
sack-up of chs Orbiter cockpit forvsrd and aft f/Laht dock vith interactive control• and display•. Ths
foXXo_LoS banic and advanced tratnio B on ths follovLns Orbiter support systems st• lnstructsd Ln the SST.
l. Studsel: Stotion l
o Orbit-. _vor/oB System/RasctLon
Control Sy•ton (OHS/_)
o ComunAcecions (COrm)
o luscronantaciom (XNSTR)
o NsviBuCto_al Aids (NAV&IDS)
o I_:Lu Propul_toa System (IG_S)
o Darn Procans£ns System (DPS)
o Cloesd Circuit Tslov_.Itou (CCTV).
Studanr SratLoo 2
o Electrical Payor System (_PS)
o Enviromtanta/ Control 8rid Life Support Syscms (ECLSS)
o AuzLllsry Po_tr Uuit/Hydraulics (APU/HYD)
o SCtuccursslHechm_lcsl (STRU/_CH)
o Caution and Wsruinl System (C/A/).
The 5ST Is locst•d in Julldio| 4, Room 20_, at JSC.
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DEVELOPMENTAL SIMULATIONS
MSFC SIX DEGREE,F-FREEDOM MOTION SIMULATOR
PURPOSE: PROVIDE A COMPUTER_'ONTROLLED SPACE MOTION SIMULATION FOR MAN/MACHINE CONTROL
STUDiE3
APPLICATION:
IPROVIDES REALISTIC MOTION TO ONBOARD SUBJECT.(e.i_. LUNAR ROVER. SPACE SHUTTLE LANDING.
NAVY SURFACE EFFECT SHIP CREW TES¢INGI
• PROVIDES REALISTIC MOTION & SIMULATED LOADS FOR DOCKING SIMULATIONS (e.ik. TRS/SKYLAB)
SUBJECT MAY BE ONBOARD OR REMOTELY LOCATED
SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION:
• LOCATED IN BUILDING 46113
• HYDRAULICALLY DRIVEN PLATFORM WITH ROLl.. PITCH. YAW. AND Xo Y. Z TRANSLATION CAPABILITY
• HYBRID CONTROL COMPUTER
• TEST CONDUCTOR COMMAND/CONTROL CONSOLE
ITEST SUBJECT CONTROL STATION
MSFC RENDEZVOUS & DOCKING SIMULATOR
PURPOSE: INVESTIGATE ORBITAL DOCKING & RELATED ORBITAL MANEUVERS FOR MANUAL, SUPERVISORY.
OR AUTONOMOUS SPACECRAFT CONTROL
APPLICATION:
• REMOTE OPERATION OF A SIMULATED SPACECRAFT WITH RANGE OF CONTROL FROM 120.000 FT TO POINT
OF CONTACT
ITARGET MOTION SIMULATOR PROVIDES FLYING CAPABILITY FROM 500 FT WITH VARIOUS SCALE TARGETS
SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION
• LOCATED IN BUILDING 4863
• MANNED REMOTE CONTROL STATION. TARGET MOTION SIMULATOR (VARIOUS SCALE MODELS &
GIMBALED CAJ_ERA
• HYBRID COMPUTER SYSTEM
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TRAINING SIMULATION
JSC SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR (SMS|
PURPOSE: PRIMARY TRAINING FACILITY USED FOR SHUTTLE FLIGHT CREW TRAINING
APPLICATIONS:
• PROVIDES FULL-TASK TRAINING IN SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEMS OPERATIONS
• TRAINING POSSIBLE AS STAND--ALONE OR INTEGRATED WITH MCC
• PROVIDES FULL-FIDELITY CMOR & PILOT FORWARD FLIGHT DECK
• PROVIDES IUS-MODELING. RM$ VISUAL IMAGING. GENERAL PIL MODEL
SMS DESCRIPTION:
• LOCATED IN BUILDING S
• SIMULATORS: MOVING BASE CREW STATION. FIXED BASE CREW STATION - OPERATE INDEPENDENTLY.
SIMULTANEOUSLY
• SUPPORT: INSTRUCTOR/OPERATOR. STATIONS, VISUAL SYSTEM. SIGNAL INTERFACE EQUIPMENT.
LARGE-_..ALE DATA PROCESSING COMPLEX. NETWOR K SIMU LATION SYSTEM
JSC ORBITER SINGLE SYSTEM TRAINER (SST_
PURPOSE: TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL SIMULATION CAPABILITY TO THE SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR
APPLICATION:
• PROVIDE PART--TASK TRAINING IN OPERATION OF ORBITER SUPPORT SYSTEMS ON SINGLE-SYSTEM
BASIS
• PROVIDE LESSON SEQUENCE OF DISPLAY & CONTROL FAMILIARIZATION. NORMAL & MALFUNCTION
PROCEDURES
LOW-GDST INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS TRAINER
PROVIDES DIRECT SUPPORT TO CLASSROOM TRAINING PRIOR TO MISSION SIMULATOR EXPOSURE
DESCRIPTION:
• PRIMARY FACILITIES: TWO STUDENT STATIONS WITH COLOCATED INSTRUCTOR STATIONS
• SUPPORT: MINICOMPUTER SYSTEM r DIGITAL CONVERSION INTERFACE _¢OLI!PMENT. INTERCOM SYSTEM
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0urrnt oeE cRAvz_ TRAmZt (o-l[)
The O-2G traitor provldes fuLl-tank traln/_$ in ccev syecons operation. Zxtravehic_Isr Act£vLty (EVA).
Orbiter 4-grseo/sgress_ _ts mansgmmnt, rsuclne housokaeplng, end u_Lutoomsce operotXous for all flight
ors[ members. TrsloLn E ou the O-1G uses a lesson sequence thsc bogies vlth performLn I those troy occivictes
on an Individual bee4- end leads up co [he complete strive[Lea and dee[/lye/Leo of :he Orbiter tray syetaon
4n accordance vith the flight :Lallim. Enertoncy procedures are then ezerc4-ed. Trainer JAtesoos for the
0-IG are rye to rhres hours Lu duration.
The O-IG trsLnmr 4. 8 full-scLte represoucoclon of the Orbiter flight dock, mlddock, and midbody. The
trainer has operscioa81 ulddeck equipment and Systmns, e. K. , vesta mmaSemenc . lighting, |alley. sleep
s/gLans, S[Co AddltLounllys [he treLxUtr hee the eirlock for the sLrlock/aztrevohicular nobility unLc
trainer used £n support of emerpocy/oofoty training.
Advanced and fllsht speclftc training conducted Ln the O-IG cralner includes scclvectoa, oparstloo, emergency
p_rMs sad _ecctvstLou of the trey systm. During tht8 trm:Lnlog, the crew _or v/IX operate the
_ot_r_hy, _ouad clrc,,4[ te_vtsl_, ll_ctng, food preparar/oa, _1c_, [ante /assess, _rtabla o_gon
systems, ._d equipment.
Th* 0-1G [reLent Is locsted Ln guLldLnE 9& at JSC.
OU_ MOCI_P (OItBMU) (PAYLOAD _¥, UPPEX AND HZDDEOCS)
The ORBNU provides full-cesk trelnlng for closed circuit :o4-v/sion procedures and postlondin| esrons
opera/leas. OIUSNU _teson_ arm three to four hours in 14nSch.
The ORBI4U /s • full-sos4- reprssenre_4-n of the payload bsy. upper and ..4ddecks. Egress from • horizontal
/re/nor throul_h both the side and overhead hooches 4- practiced for opprozJJutcely eight hours. The OUHU
4. located in Bu/ldtng 9A st JSC.
JSC VEZGHTLESS I_VIItONHI_r TRAINING FACILITY (gETY)
The WETF is .-tad to provide pert- and full-reek training co flL8ht crsv nanbers 1o the dynes/ca of
body not/on durtog the performmce of planned crev scclviCle8 under [eight-loss conditions. The WETF
provtdu coutro_ad neutr_ buoyancy in [aver co s4--,lcte [ha comdlcLoo of oull 8rsvlty.,
The WETF coom4.ts of 8 30-foot vide by 78-foe[ lens by 2S-£oot deep Latesrsion facility supporccd by
sult dressing rooms, ondical s/orion, va_or purlficariom lyltm, five-too crane, eovLronnencsl non/cot
sysrmes, closed circult ce4.v4-Lon, and pressure cult hal.lest system.
BesLc trsLntn8 conducted La [ha WETF lncludes basic ivlmmlos, skin divinE. SCUBA equtpwm[ utilizer/on.
SCUBA diving, ouck-_ fm_lsrlza_us and sulr opera[los [err/f/cation.
The WETF 4- located to iu£1dL_ 29 at JSC.
ORBXTER NEUTRAL BUOYANCY TR_INEIt ((_iBT)
The C_ET provide8 ful_-cesk Cratntns to flLshc crsv neubors in zero gravity EVA and emergency survive2
training. GHBT 4.aeons ere one co three hours In durst/on.
The Cei|T is • fu21-sca_e representation of [ha O_btter cabin mlddeck, atrlock, m_d peyloed bey doors. The
GHBT ls submersed in the Weightless F_vironnenr Training Facility (gETF) to simulate zero gravity dur/ng
tr-'Lnlns; he[ever, the OMBT can be removed from the i_T7 for herd[ors fant14-rLsetLon tre_nin S.
Advanced :r_Lniu8 conducted In _ha ONST includes hard[are famlllorizactou, a/flock operation, uumually
d4-counecctog radiator drive occueCors and closing the radiator pana2_ removal of door Janbe, cub[in8 drive
1:Luke,on, hanna1 payload door el[sAnS, and clcetn8 the fore and oft bulkhead latches.
The GHBT 18 located in Bulldlns 29 at JSC.
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TRAINING SIMULATION
i1_ StIRS?SO hill: I_.IIA_/l'rlq ?IIAIMI=II |O__11_)
PURPOSE: PROVIDE FULL-TASK TRAINING IN SHUTTL 1: CREW OPERATIONS
APPLICATION:
• TRAINING IN CREW SYSTEMS OPNS, EVA, ORBITER INGRESS/EGRESS, WASTE MANAGEMENT, HOUSEKEEPING
& MAINTENANCE
• INCREASINGLY COMPLEX TRAINING SEQUENCE
O-1G DESCRIPTION:
• LOCATED IN BUILDING 9A
• FULL-SCALE MOCKUP OF ORBITER FLIGHT DECK. MIDOECK Ik MIDBODY
• CONTAINS OPERATIONAL MIODECK EQUIPMENT (e.g., WASTE MGMT. GALLEY, SLEEP STATIONS, ETCJ
• ADDITIONALLY, HAS AIRLOCK
JSC ORBITER MOCKUP IORBMU) (PAYLOAD BAY, UPPER & MIDDECKSI
PURPOSE: FULL-TASK TRAINING FOR _ PROCEDURES & POST-LANDING EGRESS OPERATIONS
APPLICATION:
• PRACTICE OF EGRESS FROM SIDE & OVERHEAD HATCHES IN HORIZONTAL TRAINER
ORBMU DESCRIPTION:
• LOCATED NEAR O-1G IN BUILDING 9A
• FULL-SCALE MOCKUP OF THE PAYLOAD BAY, UPPER & MIDDECKS
MARSHALL SPACE FUGHT CENTER
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TRAINING SIMULATION
JSC WEIGHTLESS ENVIRONMENT TRAINING FACILITY (WETF)
PURPOSE: PROVIDE PART- AND FULL-TASK TRAINING TO FLIGHT CREW IN BODY MOTION DYNAMICS UNDER
O-G CONDITIONS
APPLICATIONS:
• PROVIDE CONTROLLED NEUTRAL BUOYANCE TO SIMULATE NULL GRAVITY CONDITION
• PROVIDE BASIC TRAINING INCLUDING BASIC SWIMMING. SKIN DIVING, SCUBA DIVING, MOCK--UP
FAMILIARIZATION, AND SUIT-OPERATIONS CERTIFICATION
WETF DESCRIPTION"
• WETF LOCATED IN BUILDING 29
• 30-1rr WIDE X 78-FT LONG X 25-FT DEEP IMMERSION FACILITY
• SUPPORT FACILITIES - MEDICAL STATION. SUIT DRESSING ROOMS. WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM.
5-TON CRANE, ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR SYSTEMS, CLOSED CIRCUIT TV, PRESSURE SUIT BALLAST
SYSTEM
ORBITER NEUTRAL BUOYANCY TRAINER (ONBT)
PURPOSE: PROVIDE FULL-TASK EVA TRAINING AND EMERGENCY SURVIVAL TRAINING
APPLICATION:
• HARDWARE FAMILIARIZATION. AIRLOCK OPERATION. RADIATOR CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS, DOOR
CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS
ONBT OESCRIPTION:
• • FULL-SCALE MOCK-UP OF ORBITER MIDDECK, AIRLOCK, PAYLOAD BAY DOORS LOCATED IN WETF
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HSPC PAYLOAD CREW TRAINING CO/4PLEX (PCTC)
The purpoes for rh• PCTC 4- to provlde "_im-om" expsr4-nce to Spaceleb PayloAd Spac4-14-cm (PS) and
MJ_sLon Spacial4-ts (HS) vhLch t• not available from the various experiment Principle Iovestijstoce (PI).
Ic provide• bish fidelity slmuletLoes of flLsht hardware and software.
Zn order to afford the payload trey the opporCunfty to become profLcLest 4- =he operation of computor-
cmstrolled experLnanCs And Co f111 abe Sap betvean deceocr_lL•ed lovesttSacor-provLded craLain8 and
participation In prsleunch /nee|ration activities: =he PCTC has bean Locluded a8 a primary trsLolo 8
simulator. The PCTC prozrsm famlllerLzon PS candidate• vL=h nLsstou finalises, ezperLuent procedures,
and conttn|uc7 operations, Is veil as Spacelub sy•coms ezpaeure. The PCTC test comduccor san insert
faults iota the s_sulatLon, accelerate s_Ls•_on time, recycle, s_Ltor •l_tu_etLou performance, monitor
overall actLvttLon, -_d cmmunLcats vlch all Pcrc s4-esnce Is order to vsrLfy elmular_Lou fidelity.
It is poaslbls to provide traLotns for eva n4-sIoms (e.8., SL-I and .SL-2) •iaulcaneoesl.y; nulti-•hl£r
operation viii eccomsodsts sddltlomal m4-mloes as requlrAd.
The PCYC, located 4- 6ulldLoj 4612 include• • Specelab Core and Expsrimmc Hodule aockup vltb all Spacs4-b
system herduare. Speciflc hardvere locludms =ha szpertmest and systems recks, oxpertmeot and aystoms
comtrole and displays, Scientific Alrlock, EzpsrLmeot Wlodov. trey restraints, and safety and malnrsoance
eqoip4Mmc. The four _ so-board tetllnals can be slmultauseously and indepeodeoCZy driven.
Ocher mockups ioclude • low fidelity Space14b I palltt vLth hardvars, a Shuttle Aft Flisht Deck mockup
vtrb SL-2 •zpartmmt panels, three SL-2 lov fldellty pallets vi=h hardware, and various part-rank oockup•.
The sntlre operation 4. controlled by a host computer •y•tom. Included is • •cane 8eueracioa/$rov=h and
teraloel f•cillty. ALso provided is the test control room complex.
SPACIL An SIIWLeTOE (SIS)
The SIS provides full-tank treloloS is operatloo of the STS Spaca4.b support subsystems for pilot•, o4-•ioo
and payload spac4.11sc•, These •as•Lone are coaductAd usln 8 • •JJkularloa script for both phases (Spacelab
stand aiM- or loterfaoed to =ha SHS I_CS) or lntesrarsd (Spacelub iocsrfaomd co the SHS/HCC) tra4-io S.
Durln6 integrated Cr-4olns, " =he Flight Control Team and Payload Operation Control Caster (POCC) participate
La the tcetnlo8 ntsstoas. Those seesimts ors tvo to four boure In duration for phase cralnin S ul=h eiSht "
hours or looser session8 durln 8 lotsSrsrAd Crstnin 8.
The SLS facility cona4-ts of s full-scale hisi_-fidslLty Spacelab core esd ezpsrtmeot module •eS_mt, •obey•tom
racks, controls and d4.plays, •ciontlf£c eirlock, vi•uport, and uses the SHS computer oomp4.x for required
data protocols 8. Tho SIS does oat lncluds the tunnel ares or any sxpertmaocs. The SIS 4- /sCarf•cad to the
SHS PBCS to simulate Specs4.b System eccivetLon/desctiv•ttoo, sy•cesB operettas, esd dace nanssement In
concert rich Orbiter •yete--t oparatloo. Horeovsr, =ha SLS/SHS 4. lorerfsced vLrh the HCC and POCC to eoable
full-up •4-ulacion of SpeceLeb o=hital opsretiou.
k
Advanced mad fllshc specific trsloio8 conducted Ln =ha SLS includes •titration, operation, and deacr/vatLoa r_
of the connaad -nd data management •yston, caution and vsrnin 8 •y•ten operation, sovironnumtal •yntan
opsroc£on .and ulfuncclom analy04-, KIU4 sad recorder uper•tion, power and thermal sumaSement, and •c4-otl-
fic alrlock/vlevpor_ opsratioo. The SLS 4- located 1o Bull_Ins S •dJaceot to =ha SHS I_CS at JSC.
SPACEIAB SINGLE SYSTD55 TRAINER (SLSST)
The SLSST pray/des per=-cesk tratnlni £o sparer/so of the Space4.b Sy•teno ioterfaced to the 0rb/csr 8od
the Spece4-b Instrument Potot_ng System (lPS). The SLSST 4. used to train pilot•, m4-s£oo specialist•,
payload sptc£a14.Cs, and eslectsd sround operations support pereouoel on • sisals aysta basis. SLSST
train,s8 follovs a lesion sequeuct of d4-play and control fanll4-r4-atLon, ooranl oparstio 8 procedures,
and malfunction procedures onto 8 the Spaceleb on-board checklists. Lessons are tvo to four hours In
dursc£on.
The SISST facility consist• of one student station virb a roistered Inst=uccor station ioterfaced to rbe
SST computer complez. The •talent •cation 4- s oAdiom fidelity mockup of a partial Spat•lab nodule
tncludtn 8 a CI_ d/splay, keyboard, /ncercom, and the comtrol pm_18 necessary for scaly•also and acoitor/os
of the Spacelab sodu4-. The Spscelab IPS 4. simulated nolo8 closed circuit te4-v4-ion, LoeSs nod•4-. Lease
d4-play•, and the TPS control panels and keyboard.
Advanced tralnio 8 comdocced in the SISST iocludes Spacelab audio, llshtin6 and CCTV operecic_s, Co4mand
and Data 14aoeZenent Sy•can (CDMS) operation, axperineot dace processiol_ equlpneot operation, IP5 operation.
caut_oo and warnLa8 system operation, sovlrormencsl and electrical pouer d4.tributioo system operation,
and Spscelab H/Sh-Ltce HultLplexar (HJU4) operation.
The SI_SST 4- located 4. l_Lldin 8 4. Room 2045| sc JSC.
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TRAINING SIMULATION
MSFC PAYLOAD CREW TRAINING COMPLEX
PURPOSE: PROVIDE "HANDS-ON" EXPERIENCE TO SPACELAB PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS IPS) WHICH IS NOT AVAIL-
ABLE FROM THE VARIOUS EXPERIMENTPRINCIPLE INVESTIGATORS. PROVIDE HIGH FIDELITY
SIMULATIONS OF FLIGHT HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
APPLICATION:
• FAMILIARIZE PS & MS CANDIDATES WITH MISSION TIMELINES, EXPERIMENT PROCEDURES, AND
CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS
• PROVIDE PS CANDIDATES WITH EXPOSURE TO HIGH FIDELITY SPACELA6 SYSTEMS (e.g., CDMS)
• PROVIDE TRAINING FOR MULTIPLE MISSION (e.g.. SL-I & SL-2| SIMULTANEOUSLY" MULTI-SHIFT
OPERATION WILL ACCOMMODATE ADOITIONAL MISSIONS
• TEST CONDUCTOR CAN INSERT FAULTS, ACCELERATE TIME. RECYCLE. MONITOR PERFORMANCE. MONITOR
OVERALL ACTIVITIES,COMMUNICATE WITH ALL PCTC ELEMENTS
PCTC DESCRIPTION:
• FOUR SIMULATED CDMS ON--BOARD TERMINALS SIE,,ULTANEOUSLY AND INDEPENDENTLY DRIVEN
• SPACELA8 CORE & EXPERIMENT MODULE MOCKUP WITH ALL SPACELAB SYSTEMS HARDWARE--RACKS,
C&O. SAL, EXP. WINDOW
• SPACELAB TUNNEL
• SPACELAB-1 PALLET WITH LOW FIDELITY EXPERIMENT HARDWARE MOCKUP
• SHUTTLE AFT FLIGHT DECK MOCKUP WITH SPACELAB--2 PANELS; THREE SPACELAB-2 LOFI PALLET/
EQUIPMENT MOCKUPS
• HOST COMPUTER SYSTEM
• SCENE GENERATION/GROWTH & TERMINAL FACILITY
• TEST CONTROL ROOM COMPLEX
MIFP.,J'ELIE
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COMPUTER--AIDED 1-G TRAININ G SIMULATION
SPACELAB SIMULATOR (SLSI
PURPOSE: PROVIDE FULL--TASK TRAINING IN OPERATION OF THE SPACELAB SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS FOR
PILOTS, MS'S & PS'S
APPLICATION.
• FOR STANDALONE AND/OR INTEGRATED (WITH MCC) SIMULATIONS
• INCLUDES TRAINING ON THE ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
SYSTEM, AUDIO SYSTEM. COMMAND & DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. & CAUTION & WARNING SYSTEM
SLS DESCRIPTION:
• HIGH FIDELITY SPACELAB CORE & EXP. MODULE SEGMENT, RACKS, C&D, SAL, VIEWPORT
• USES SIMS COMPUTER COMPLEX; INTERFACES WITH FEIC,S
• ODES NOT INCLUDE EXPERIMENTS OR TUNNEL
• LOCATED IN BUILDING 5
,JSC SPACELAB SINGLE SYSTEM SIMULATOR (SLSST)
PURPOSE: PROVIDE PART-TASK TRAINING FOR IPS & ORBITER-INTERFACING SPACELAB SYSTEM5 TO PILOTS,
MS'S, PS'S & GROUND PERSONNEL
APPLICATION:
• TRAIN PERSONNEL ON SINGLE SYSTEM BASIS
• IN CONJUNCTION WITH LESSON, SEQUENCE
• INCLUDES DISPLAY & CONTROL FAMILIARIZATION, NORMAL & MALFUNCTION SPACELA8 PROCEDURES
SLS OESCRIPTION:
• SINGLE STUDENT STATION WITH COLOCATED INSTRUCTOR STATION INTERFACED WITH SST COMPUTER
COMPLEX
• STUDENT STATION - MEDIUM FIDELITY MOCK-UP OF PARTIAL SPACELAB MODULE
• INCLUDES CRT DISPLAY. KEYBOARD. INTERCOM, CONTROL PANELS
• IPS--SIMULATED VIA CCTV r IMAGE MODELS. IMAGE DISPLAYS, IPS CONTROL PANEL/KEYBOARD
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JS(_ PJi_.OAD DEPLOYII_iT JiliD IU_'iLIEVAL SYSTEM (PDRS) ltEHOTE I4ANIP_It SYSTID4 (RMS) TILaJ_iER
The PDItS Crntalr provides part-cask Crainlnli to pllots and mission specialists £n payload 8rspplLnll (ln
the payload bay), berthln|, visual opersc/ons, payload bay camera operaclonm, _nd Orbiter JU4S software
oper_iou. PDILS lessons ant eve co three hours tn duration. The PDRS fac£1iCy coaaiscs of aa 0rbtcer oft
crau station mockupj a payload hay mockup, mechonically operated arm, and repreaencxtlve recescLoa larches.
Advanced -nd tlLehc specific cra4nin8 coaducced in the PDRS trainer includes hardvare caviar, umloaded and
Zc_ded mechanical ecru operation t payload deployannc and berchLnss niehc c:Lne operations, and concineency
operation. The PDRS cratner is located in BuLldLn8 91 ec JSC.
SM
To oumiaFiee, chez_u ere several cypon and • |*Snificonc nwcher_of nan-in-Che-loop 8£mulacore available
within NASA 8C the present elms. The ,me rate for these sLoe,sCore, for the mceC pare, t8 quite hleh.
Hanover, they ore mvailabZe co industry, academia, and orhlr 8overnment aeenctee c_ a prlorXC£zatLon
bu/s.
Hoverer, -11 tad/cations are that, u space ut/lizaCion increanes, so w111 the need fur 81mulstore.
The posoibilLcy exlsr.8 chac sufficient numbers and typon of men/nachlon sluulators will noC be available
for furure use. ThouKh_ umet be sivan nov, an pare of chJa vorkshop, as Co where ve 80 in the future.
What are the 81nularton needs0 the simulation requArenencs.
We v£sh Co challenee the Wowkshop to:
• Define upcom_ S sLmul_Xon requirements baaed on nLssJon needs
o Ltkevise. Che requirenonv.s for eLnulac/on factllttan Co nest Chess needs are necessary
• Lastly, ve auk develop Innovative simulation rechn/ques as needl and requLremmCs
become obvlc_s.
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TRAINING SIMULATIONS
JSC PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT & RETRIEVAL SYSTEM IPORSi REMOTE MANIPULATi3R
SYSTEM (RMSI TRAINER
PURPOSE: PROVIDE PART--TASK TRAINING IN RMS OPERATIONS
APPLICATION:
• TRAINING IN PAYLOAD GRAPPLING (IN PAYLOAD BAY/BERTHING, VISUAL OPERATIONS,
PAYLOAD BAY CAMERA OPERATIONS. & ORBITER RMS SOFTWARE OPERATIONS
• TRAINING INCLUDES HARDWARE REVIEW, UNLOADED & LOADED MECHANICAL ARM
OPERATION, PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT & BERTHING. NIGHT TIME OPERATIONS. & CONTIN-
GENCY OPERATIONS
PORS DESCRIPTION:
• ORBITER AFT CREW STATION MOCKUP, PAYLOAD BAY MOCKUP, MECHANICALLY OPERATED
ARM, REPRESENTATIVE LATCHES
• USES NEUTRALLY BUOYANT INFLATABLES AS PAYLOAD MOCKUPS
Nr*h_ltLt IIOIIk
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SUMMARY
THE FOLLOWING CONCLUSIONS ARE MADE: '
• VARIOUS TYPES OF MAN-IN-THE--LOOP SIMULATORS EXIST THROUGHOUT NASA
• USE RATE PRESENTLY HIGH; ANTICIPATE USE RATE HIGH; AVAILASILITY TO INDUSTRY EXISTS
THROUGH PRIORITIZATION (NASA. DOD, INOUSTRY)
• WHAT ARE FUTURE SIMULATION NEEDS?
- INDICATIONS TOWARD INCREASED REQUIREMENTS AS INDUSTRIALIZATION OF SPACE OCCURS
-- LACK CONFIDENCE TO HANDLE FUTURE SIMULATION NEEDS
CHALLENGE TO SIMULATION & TRAINING WORKING GROUP:
• DEFINE FUTURE SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS
• DEFINE SIMULATION FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
• PROVIDE INNOVATIVE SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
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THE ALLOCATIO_ OF MAY/MACHINE
Ken Fernandez
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Introduction
The problems associated with the allocation o-f
man/machine functions on space missions are in a sense
similar to those encountered in the industrial environment
on Earth, and the stategies used to solve these problems
are also related. In both industry and in space we are
presented with goals, a job to be performed, and we must
plan carefully to make optimal use of our resources. In
order to make a sensible judgement the manager must be
aware of the abilities and expenses associated with
these resources. Making a proper choice can be thought of
as a balancing act (Figure I) in which we are comparing the
advantages and disadvantages associated with using man or
machine to perform a given task.
Man, Man/Machine and Machine Systems
Let us begin by first reviewing the definitions and
examples of the basic alternative ways to perform a task:
Man, Man/Machine and Hachine (see figure 2).
Man functions are those which are performed solely by
humans or, at most, by humans with hand held tools. These
functions may be performed within a space vehicle (IVA) or
exterior to the vehicle (EVA). A typical example of
manually performed EVA activity might be the retrieval and
replacement of a film cannister shown in the Neutral
Buoyancy Simulator (see figure 3) or the fastening of an
assembly using a power tool (see figure 4).
Man/machine systems are those in which a human
manually operates or programs a machine. A distinction
between this and hand tool operation is the level of
performance achieved by these systems is un-attainable by
the human alone. Several examples of man/machine systems
include: remote manipulators originally developed to
support the nuclear industry (1); exo-skeletal manipulators
developed to aid in materials handling (2)(see figure 5);
and interactive computer aided des.ign systems (CADS) to
name just a few. A hallmark of all these man/machine
examples is the complimentary relationship between human
skills and machine skills: man provides cognitive functions
while the machine performs the more well defined tasks.
Machine
exclusively
supervisory
machines in
functions are those which
by a computer, teleoperator,
control. An example (3) of
a ground support operation is
are performed
or robot under
NASA's use of
the application
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DEFINITION
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and repair of the thermal protection system (TPS) to the
Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) and the External Tank (ET).
Figure 6 depicts an SRB spray facility st KSC, while figure
7 shows the control room for a similar cell used for ET
spray foam development at MSFC.--Perhaps NASA's most
spectacular use of a machine system to date was the Saturn
fly-by that kept us all "glued" to our TVs for each glimpse
of the mysterious ringed planet.
Classification of Man, Man/Machine and Machine Tasks
A recent NASA report (4) investigating the human role
in space identified those human capabilities that are
extremely important to the success of a mission. These
attributes include: the ability to rapidly respond to
unforseen emergencies and repair, backup or improvise
around failed systems; self contained operation in the
absence of ground communications; to effectly perform
vehicle control through rapid sensing and reaction; the
ability to investigate, explore and simplify complex
systems; and, most importantly, availability today.--This
same report identified, by project, tasks that were suited
for man, man/machlnes and machine systems. These results
and a summary of task categories are reproduced in figures
8, 9 and 10.
In reviewing the survey of task categories in figure
10 we note without surprise that men is most versatile. We
further note that a number of tasks can be performed by any
of the systems. How, then, do we properly allocate these
functions. To illustrate the decision process we will
select a specific example : the assembly of the
Geoststionary Earth Orbit (GEO) Platform.
The GEO Platform is designed to be carried into Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) aboard the Shuttle where it will be
deployed, assembled and boosted "into GEO by the Orbital
Transfer Vehicle (OTV). Figure 11 shows assembly being
performed by manual EVA. Several critical constraints apply
to this operation: the degree-of-difficulty; the length of
time required to assemble; and the amount of OTV cryogenics
that can be lost without jeopardizing the mission. Failure
to perform the assembly in a timely manner would require
the disassembly of the GEO Platform, purging of the OTV,
and return from orbit.--An alternative method is automated
assembly. Designing the GEO Platform for automatic
self-assembly is expensive requiring a long lead time, and
this feature would have very limited utility when compared
to the Platforms expected operating life.--A second
alternative based on the existence of a Space Station (see
figures 12 & 13) poses a less time-critical solution. With
refilling of the cryogenics from supplies stored at the
Space Station now possible, assembly of the GEO Platform
could be performed by extended EVA. The Shuttle could even
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Figure 3 NBS EVA Film Pack Exchange
Figure 4 NBS EVA Power Wrench
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depart after deployment with assembly being completed by
crews from the Space Station (see figure 14). Although this
example was presented to illustrate man/machine function
allocation strategies, it also demonstrates the flexibility
resulting from the establishment of a Space Station.
Man/Machine Allocation as a Stimulus to Research
Thus far in our discussion, we have focused upon the
utilization of research from the other disciplines
presented this afternoon. However the flow of information
is bi-directional (figure 15). Often the questions asked
can guide research down important new pathways. It is the
perpetuation of this chain-reaction of information that is
as important as the hardware that we develop.
Conclusions
As the Space Shuttle enters its operational phase, we
will realize the valuable role that this system will play
in transforming space from the cold forbodding place to
which we now send only satellites and a few brave
astronauts into the factory of tomorrow. The harsh
environmental factors that, in the past we have viewed as
obstacles to be overcome, will become precisely the
resources that we seek. They will enable us to do basic
research and develop materials and processes that are not
possible on Earth. Today we send into space only our most
physically fit, but tommorrow we may locate hospitals
there.
When we achieve an advanced level of space
utilization, the space worker will undoubtedly be supported
by automated systems relieving him of the need to peform
tasks that are either dangerous or do not make proper use
of his abilities. Expert systems will manage his
environment and coordinate with similar ground based
systems. The level of future developments in space
exploration is probably not limited by our imagination
today. The most speculative science fiction writers of the
past have either fallen short of today's technology or
over-estimated the time frame for its development. The
problem presented to us today is that we have the means to
travel into space readily available to us, but we do not
have the "science fiction" technology that is sure to
become a reality. In this interim _eriod we cannot afford
to remain idle, but we must develop strategies to optimally
assign man/machine functions based on today's technology,
while providing the stimulus for future developments.
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Figure 6 SRB TPS Spray Cell at KSC
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Figure 7 ET SOFI Development Cell .at MSFC
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Figure 1 1 GEO Platform
Figure 12 Space Station
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Figure 13
.i
t. i
Alternative Space Station
Figure 14 GEO Platform Departing Space Station
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Teleoperator Maneuvering
Spacecraft Services
